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"Jerry Belcher has done a fine
sib, especially of maibtaining good
relations with students and faculty. and despite the fact that
the stall was plagued by illness."
Faley, who was on the, staff last
Spring quarter, knoas the real
problem that confronts the Spring
That of spring
Quarter editor
fe er.
"But in spite- of estra-curriceilar at t eat ions,
I he editorial
stall will do its utmost to present factual and unbiased voter age of campus etents." he said.
new editoi plans to mato.
I
I tam the Daily’s policy- of no pal 4tiality toward any organiratton
or student group. He will strive to
,gain the respect and cooperation
of persons in all phases of stlident
!life.
The 20 -year-old
editor e’, pressed his gratitude tor the
confidence placed in him by the
Student Council. and said he
will nork eatnestly to measure
up to it.
Daily compares favorably
with any one of the 41 college
dailies in the nation." he said. "I
hope it continues to maintain as
high a position this Spring quarter.
Faley will take over his duties
with the publication of the registration issue.
Jesse Smith who will take over
Spartan Daily
the position of
business manager vacated by F.
(Merritt Pirzadeh will continue to
further relations between students
and local merchants, and maintain
the respect of San Jose businessmen achieved bs the advertising
staff,

Hop Bid
Sale Winds Up
Bid sales for the Intercollegiate
Sophomore Hop at San Francisco
will end this afternoon.. The dance
and Sophomore Doll contest will
be

held

Saturday

night

at

the

Fairmont hotel from 9 to 1 o’clock.
council

have

of

the

bids

Sophomore

available

for

$2.50 All students are invited to
attend the dance.
Bids also will be on sale in the
Student Union during the televi-

sion appearance of Geti Zeis, college candidate for Sophomore Doll.
A prospective bride and bride- Miss Zeis will be interviewed on
groom, and two wedding attend- the Del Courtney TV show at
ants were, denied final examina- 3:15 p.m and may be seen on the
tion changes yesterday.
Student Union television set.
The four were to leave early to
prepare for the ceremony planned
tor the weekend after the finals
in Los Angeles.
The group either will have to
take final examinations as scheduled or receive incomplete grades,
Dr. Harrison Heath, examination
There will be no change in Licommittee chairman. said.
brary hours during finals week,
Comments from the prospective Miss Joyce Baekus, head librarbride and bridegroom were not ian, announced yesterday.
as a liable.
The library will be closed all
Final examination changes were day Saturday, Mar. 14, she said.
granted to persons with four tests
During vacation. Mar. 16-20, it
scheduled
for
the
same
day. will he open from 9 am to 4 p
Changes also were granted to Se- daily. The reading rooms will be
niOnt
who had finals scheduled open from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and
during the graduation ceremony, (root l to 4 pm. daily.
Mar. 12.
Lehrer> hours on the two regThe examination committee ap- istration days. Mar. 23-24, will be
proved approximately 40 of the 63 8 air to 5 p.m. Regular hours
petitions submitted.
will resume Mar. 25.

Inass Schedules
schedule% of classes niU be
on sale in the Spartan Shop
book store Monday and perhaps
sometime today, according to ( .
W. tiulnley, acting registrar.
Price will be 20 cents each.
- --

College Fees
Library- Hours for May Increase
Finals Unchanged

Students at the college may
have to pay higher tuition fees
next year
A State Senate suhcomnuttee
on finance Wednesday was given
a recommendation that tuition
fees be increased gene-rally from
their present average of $14 to
$37.50 a semester.
State colleges are Now Onthoelzed to charge as much am
$23 a semester. but few do.
Most of them average about $14
a seawater.
San Jose Stat.-, the only state
college still on a quarter bans.
charges $950 tuition a quarter, or
about $28.50 a year.
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Announcement of Stalin’s death
a Soso t news agency
was made
Tato. radio transmission to the
provincial picas. The heart of
has
Stalin
’’ontrade
stopped heating." the announceeeling the world of
ment said
the death at the non -fisted dietAtor
"To all members of the Communist
party
of
the
sot iet
l’nion:
Dear
00000 rade.
and
fricnds
. Ti,.’ ventral conunittee of the Communist party of
lac.
sot iet
announces
I nion
stith pod
d ’carrot% that on
Mar.
0::ol p.m. (EST) alter
grate illness, the chairman of
tomcat of ministers
thi I
of t
and ill, secretart
centic of the
tral c
tontiVIUpart’.01
1
h1
nkt
"cutlet
’nine.
.1
1
Issi rittno%
tell
Shinn.
deist.
"Corm-wk. Stalin’s death . . .
the man who devoted all his life
Ito unselfish sees let’ of the Communist cause
is a tremendous
loss to tlw, parts, to the workers
of the Sotiet Union and to the
halworld
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stopped heating !allowing a twain
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F. PIRZADFACII
Retiring ailtertising manager

pd.., tr.

one cit the
in the histort
last night.

"As netts editor this quarter,
I learned of the pitfalls of being a college editor." he said.
"It isn’t an ea y job. I consider
It a challenge."

.1EsSt: sMith
handle ihr ad staff

Joe Stalin
Is Dead
At Age 73
et

Spartan Dads.

Members

Finals Disrupt
11’’edding Plans
Of Students

accurate

newly -appointed

there Is nerd for further orientation to the students as to n hat
the proposal really means
Quoting front the Rutgers letter, Downs described the proposal
as "a national plan to be accepted by you and other institutions
so that group action can he taken.,
and the fraternities will be able I
to t-id themselves of their discrim- ’
inatory clauses and at the sam
time. retain their national status
-Tom MoRan, (ASB treasurer
who spoke against the proposal
iVednesday) referred to a similar issue which was defeated by
the students in 1948. The ’411
amendments were similar only
in that. they dealt ttith discrimination," Downs asserted.
The thre proposed amendments
to the ASB constitution’ in 19481
advocated local instead of national
action, he said. Had those amendments been acceptill, it would i
have forced all national sororities;
and fiaternities to disaffiliate, with
their national organizations immediately. he added.
-11 defy anyone to find any-thing in the Rutgers letter tt hieh
aims at forcing the disaffiliation
of organizations from their nationals because of discriminatory
clauses," Doom. said.
"1 hope this doesn’t become a
political issue, with fraternities
and sororities being stampeded
into thinking it
(the Rutgers
plane will be detrimental to them
or their organizations, he said.
In
deferre.’
referring
to
a
amendment proposed at the 1950
National Inter-fraternity council
dealing with autonomy for local
chapter. Downs stated that there
are grounds to indicate that nationals would submit to concerted
local pressure.
Mullan was not available yesterday for further comment on the
issue,

104

quarter.

eommittee cnairman. yesterday.
however,

No
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sity letter issue should be referred

feels,
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Faley Outlines
Third Quarter
Daily- Policies

agree with Tom Mullen that

Downs

6,

JERK% BEIRTIER
Retiring from the fray

Coed Wins /Ward
In haucher Contest
Mary Ellen Nicholson has heen
awarded the $25 Dr. Dorothy Kaucher award for excellence in oral
reading. She was presented with
the honor Wednesday hy Dr. Hugh
Gillis, head of the’ Speech department.
Competition was held in Room
S of the Women’s gym Wednesday
to
4:30
3:30
afternoon
from
o’clock. Six students, one Imre
each oral reading class. entered
the contest.
of
reading
Nicholson’s
Mis.s
"Quest of the Ribhand," tee Arthur
Guiteitnan, was the winneng presentation The humorous ballad is
a parody on the days of knighthood and chivalry. She Is a member of the oral reading class of
Mrs. Margaret Chamberlain, associate. professor of speech

ASH AttorneY
Gets New Job
Dick Russo. newly appointed
Student Court prosecuting attorney. has been given the additional
duty of beading the ASB constitution committee.
Tom Evans, ASB president. explained that in the future, the position on the constitution committee will be held by the attorney as art ex -officio duty:
Students interested in membership on the constitution committee may apply in the ASR offalUnion,
Evans
in the Student
said.

proup Probes
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11 114
c
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I(IIISe

of
wow".II
:
’Do
icontracts
between
eolleee ’tel.
dents arid householders is tsing
im.estigated in Sacramento
Dr J Burton Vaselee. associate
supertntendent of public education
and head of the state colleges, is
seeking legal ads we on the documents, according to Jo., %Vest,
dean of students and housing committee chairman.
The student -householder
ve in tracts were proposed by the holes
mg rommittes. In an effoit tee
overcome
miseindet-standings on
rent and housing accommodations
Should the contracts he -anct toned. Faust-holders still
not
be required to us’
them
If a
householder decides on their use,
however, a student
III
Is.
r guard to sign
The contracts are staterner,es
of "what is offered for the nlone
charged," Dean West said.
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FOR NAUGHT

Eight members of the college
student personnel staff will mei
in San Francisco tomorrow with
representatives from five other
state colleges of northern Cali-

P.

.

fornia.
Purpose of the conference is to
discuss mutual personnel problems. according to Joe E. West,
dean of students, who called the

F. PIRZADEllBusiness Manager
GEORGE NALE
CORREC 1,0t4

IllePt inK.

BCI3
F

DIANE

BUR’ON,

N-.’

Weis

, Health examinations, housing,
’and adviser responsibilities are
:among topics to be considered.
The conference grew out of a
meeting of deans of students in
Los Angeles, Nov. 1952, Dean
Vest, explained. At that time the
deans expressed the desire to have
area meetings of state college personnel staffs to obtain background
infoimation for a second state ses-

off,ce manager

2 I

Adrercs:ng stile sislesmnW01;ern
Spengensen Pau! Parsons, Bob Cl,’. Del.
Hamra.
W,ght. Bob Wa:te John G,iifin. Joss Smith. Delayer, K....
food,. Tow.
John tens Forst Johnson Rob
1-4 -o

Ring In The New
this quarter when we felt like the poor,
defeated creatures. in Dick Rogers’ cartoon nett door. But these momeets. frustrating though they were, have been outweighed by the
t.rees ve actually felt people were reading the Daily and reacting to it.

sion in May.
College delegates to the

.ir nic.,mrrits

Fen a short quarter, this has been a long one . . . if you know
vivo we mean. Roughly the Daily has put out 141 pages (and will put
out 22 more before the quarter is done) and printed approximately
160,000 words of news, features and editorials ... a total comparable
to two full-sized novels.

The 25 news -staffers put in a
hours getting out your paper. On
number of long hours were put in
ci provide the pages filled by the

combined total of more than 1,100
the advertising side, a comparable
to guide you in your shopping, and
news staff.

We printed all the news we thought, at the time, was fit to
we have made errors of omission and commission.

orint. But

These. at least, were honest mistakes. The Daily, aside from its
primary purpose of serving the college, also is a laboratory course
newspaper work. As is the case in any lab course, some of our
projects failed
. and some blew up in our faces. But we did learn,
ee hope we did serve the college.
Editorially we have supported causes we thought worthy of supthe Elder Drive, Blood Drive, and the Rutgers letter, to menOn a fr:w. And we have criticized conditions we thought needed
rriticism
confusion in the ASB. lack of tradition, vagueness in camas politiking
The quarter is nearly over, and in a way we are relieved. In anther way. however, we leave dissatisfied. There are things still undone which we would like to have seen done. Perhaps these projects
vie be completed by some future staff.
Now it is time to exit gracefully, but we’ve never been partici/.
,irly graceful, so we will just leave quietly. Enter Faley, enthusiastically.

Fire Cadets Will Be Honored
In Afternoon ROTC Ceremony
Sept.

Fe.e ROTC cadets will be hon- the U.S. Army from
ored today for completion of their 1946 to Feb. 23. 1948.
reserve officer training in a re stew to be held from 12:30-1 301
p.m
Officer, completing their ROTC’
traminLt are Clifford A. Majersik,
Johnny M Ifereeg. Darrell E.
Dukes, John 1. Carhart, and John
C. Medeiros.
Nlajersik. Hereeg. and Carhart
will be commissioned as second
lieutenants during winter graduation ceremonies. Dukes and Mod cries will receive their lieutenant’s
isirs on completion of requirements for an AB degree.
Lt. Col. Thomas A. Lee. USAF,
designated Majersik "Distinguished
!Military Student" for his display
of leadetship qualitiis in
the
A FROTC.
Carhart, center on the college
football team, will go on active
duty May 15 at [Ackland Air
Force base, Tex. He is a physical
education major.
Herceg is a cadet captain in the
AFROTC air wing. He served in

You’ll need dough
Where ever you go .
on vacation!
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For highest prices, sell your
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Third and Santa Clara
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’LET’S GO TO CHURCH ON SUNDAY MORNING"
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Third and San Antonio
CV 3-4727
Stephen C. Peabody and
Peprienia h4.rjanian, Ministers

II 00 A M. Worship Service
"Wise as Serpents. Innocent as Doves"
12 00 Noon Coffee How
S.30 to 7.30 Student Fellowship Mooting
sarirson I Mary McCreath
sponsors
/ 45 A PA. Sunday School
11.00 AM. Services
"Ti.. God of All Life"
7 00 P.M. Young adult worship
(Refreshments)

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
OR South Fifth
CV 42144
Dr. Paul Reaper

ea A.M. Seryke Vivan Chapel
AM. &treks Satschtfiry
1:45 A.M. College Class
COO P.M. Buffet Supper
4:30 P.M. Swim’s (college group)

FIRST METHODIST, CHURCH
Fife and Santa Clara
CV 4-7254
Or Joys Wesley Farr, Minister
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
lOtti and San Fereando
CV S-2035
Rem H J Cross and Rev E H Duncan

ST PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
Second and San Carlos
CV 4-710
R:chard H. Fitch, Minister

1.30
10:00
I 1 :CO
730

A.M.
A.M.
A.M.
P.M.

College Fellowship Breakfast
1161. Study
Services
"What Does It Cost"
Dr. Lynn Litevetwores

11-00 AM. Sunday Service

II 00 AM Morning Worship
00 PM. Evening Worship
7 30 P M. Monday. College Seminar
at et So. Ninth
A M Holy Communion
A Al Church School Family Sarnk
AM. Holy Communion and Sermon
P H. Confirmation
Instruction for Adults
700 P 1,4 . Canterbury Club Vespers

0 00
9 10
II 00
5 00

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
II Note Second
CV 3.7151

WELCOME
STUDENTS

ing of next.

10% OFF

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

CORSAGES

books at the e n d of this
quarter -- not at the beginn-

officer: Miss Margaret Twombly, health department head;
Miss Doris K. Robinson. teacher
placement officer; Dr. Vernon
Ouellette, placement officer; and
55’. ittlinley, acting registrar.

Flowers For1
Her Formal

LUTHERAN CAURCH FIRST IMMANUEL
374 South Third
CV T-5464
A J. Brontmer, Pastor

BOOKS ARE (ASH

meetine are: Dean West, Miss Helen
Dimmick. dean of women; Dr.
stailley Benz, dean of men:
Miss Viola Palmer. admissions

SCHOLARS

AND YOU

STAY DOWNTOWN IF
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL
YOU WANT A LIVE GROUPYOU WANT REAL FUN
Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
30 COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E

SAN FERNANDO STREET

Just Across Fourth from the Student Union

II 00 MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
5.45 TRI C CLUB
700 SNACK TIME
7:30 EVENING SERVICE

Two Youth Pastors to Serve Yoa
REV, MERLE ROARK
DR. CLARENCE SANDS

FIRST BAPTIST
One block from campus
.
-

.

2nd and San Antonio

I

Leo.. _

Discusses job

Wet. Li /bah

Job opportunities lot economies majors was one of the major
topics discussed at a meeting. yesitay of the economics faculty,
according to H. Paul Ecker. publicitv chairman for the group.
The meeting was the first of a
series designed to coordinate activities. investigate job opportunities and plan community relations. The group plans to hold two
such meetings each month.
Economic majors and other
parsons interested in the opportunities offered in the field ale invited to attend the meetirris, Mr.
Ecker said.
Faculty member attending the
meeting were Prof. William H.
Poytress, Owen M. Broyles. Dr.
Andrew P. Las.sen, Dr. Edward
P. Shaw. and Mr. Eckel..
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Alpha Phi Omega.
ice fraternity will climax a busy Winter
Lutheran Students’ aseiociation: quarter when the book exchange
.\ rost dinner to be held at the opens Mar. 11 and 12.
-:fliaiont
Y. 5:30 p.m. Sunday.
The. hook exchange, located
!Phone. Lois Schmidt, CY 5-9805,
in the Student Union. will be
if you are going.
open from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. both
dass. Rooks will be bought, boot
Institute of Radio Engineers:
not sold at this time. Chairman
La Torre picture s to be taken this
in harge is Rudy Serrano.
:afternoon at 3:34t o’clock itSI!
The campus book store %%ill ix’
! International Students litigant- open to ’we’ve and sell books on
zation: Executiv e ;11,, I ii,. toda* Mar. 23, the first day of Spiim
:it
p ni. at 21.e S. seventh quarter registration, and will remain open until Apr. 3.
The A Phi O car pool in the
Phi Upsilon Pi: Meet tonight at
Union will run with the
7.3u o’clock at 430 S. Fifth street.
hook exchange. Stud, nts de’ n’
Apr. 3.
transpculation to and from college
Reselries: Check eligibility- list can make arrangements through
for Revdries field trip to San the travel service.
The organization also win
Francisco. Sign up on list outside
cont’
i patrolling the A Phi
’Room 165A.

cot jc-ie

11-12

Arlftsa., 1Tiar

it) parking lot next quarter.
Ness Is -initiated members has,’
completed the lettering of student mail boxes in the strident
I nion. in
nn to patrolling
parlairkg lots and building the ear
pool 110.11 rd.

ctialeitt4’
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. ceremonies held at t lac.. .1.
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SELECTED ENTERTAINMENT
LARGE SNACK EAR

Renews Rereal Extraordinarv Marie Erents
re Feature Alt raettons at Locat Theaters

wight Bente!, head of the.
Dr.-Dcollege
Journalism department,
Pus 1,cen employed at the college
The mov .. ...en., is rich iv it Ii !eight times in "Kind Hearts and
since 1935.
arkety the, weekend,
’Coron.ts.- at the Towne theater.
At long last the college crowd
Louis D ascos mi, ninth in
will have the opportunit2. to s,
line to inhel it a dukedom. is bis
remake
’’The
Singer,"
Jazz
terlaNitlii...
six
oen
murderer
st
; the world’s first I
( D. oni
lirb.1111 I
three-dimensional inotiolo 1i:el .1.. 1141111.
to st reng II hen
Price.) decides
"11w:um Devil": Reel Skelton deStudio:
Iii., distant claiin toi noloilits fox
nartiiii.; from his usual slapstick
antics: and the inimitable Ale.. eliminating the eight other heirs
RED SKELTON
(all phased bx
ii i ll
Guinness turned murderer.
in
The Studio
.
A helplul fate causes the death
Doing an about-face front his CI two cousins. Lows r*.rnovcs the
slapstick comedy roles, Red Skel- remainder by shooting, stablO.g.
ton tiirns out a first -rates tear- ;poisoning, and other more-iml,plus -jerker in "The Clown,- now play- , nious methods,
"Knights of the Highway"
nv at the Stud.
’ Lord Rufus D’Ascoyne is fo,,,,A
accustomed tel the
Short1,er-streaming laughter of Skid- to relinquish his claim to thc tithe
- OHNNY GETS HIS ROUTE
homemade bomb hidden in
toit’s antics, now find their tears when a
in his
Ca,teen News
evoked in compassion for a has- a pot of caviar explodes
face.
been comic who attempts a comeback from the skids for the sake
When suffragette Lads A14.1 of his devoted ten-yvar-old son.
t ha IrAsroxne goes up in a
"THUNDER IN THE EAST"
balloon to drop leaflets met
Tim Considine, the remarkpius
laindon. Louis punctures it with
able boy-arttor, plaxs the role
APACHE WAR SMOKE
.of the son who helloes him
a boss and arrow.
Students 50c
lather, once a great Ziegfield
When not tcartulls buiying his
comic, is still the funniest man
1..011iN forms fu iendship.
in the VI mid. ’lane Greer is
Charlotte.
cast as the hoy’s disorced with throaty - voiced
LANA TURNER & KIRK DOUGLAS
mother, whom he sees for the iGreenviood and X’alerie Ifobsor
first time when his rather Is la duchess he has widowed durim.
"BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL" down and out.
’ his operations.
But he doesn’t long elaioy ft iend
t
hr
se-I
picture
Although
has
a
’HE SKY FULL OF MOON’
riot’s th-mc. the title is not mis- lor fortune.. A quirk -of fate
--Car Heaters
leading. It is spied appropriately him to the gallows, where’ 1’
with Skelton’s familiar humor, texecutioner is in awe. of "a 11.1i
Particularly regaling, is a skit live duke."
ss here Red. bedecked in the flufBait ish
humor
Suloh
ter.. of a ballet costume. gamt*Is French impudence make ti and cavorts with a class of teal- ; orne-sounding
tale. d,
I.’? beauties.
If unity.
Elaine lienas
DANNY THOMAS and PEGGY LEE
The Clown," fri.e from steI COs and over-vtorked comedy. I
The
California
warmly human. and call he said I
"Bwana Devil," the vvorld’s fits
to he one of the hest emoters
full-length three-dimensional moproduced in a long while.
"Million Dollar Mermaid"
tion picture, is now showing at
Don D. Main
Technicolor
the California theater, in coloi
The Towne
Esther Wililams. Victor Mature
The Cat
fi nine lives has ’Seeing th.. first example of fin.little
en Al,
&so -- "THE SELLOUT"
Guinness, who dies .4tmovation in motion picture. film ; Mg is all interesting experience.
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AND THE

BEAUTIFUL"
Plus
"SKY FULL OF MC:’.
with
Carlton Carpe.<
Jan Keenan

Mayfair:

345 $ FIRST ST * 1’

Be among the
FIRST IN THE WORLD
to see the v:orld’s first
full length feature in
NATURAL VISION

STUDENT PRICE

6k
DOCR3 CPEN 6 30
CURTAIN 7 5 9 PM

ENDS TONITE!

ALEC
GUINNESS

STARTS TOMORROW
A LUSTY ITALIAN
LOVE STORY
MILL
ABOARD A FLOATING
PO
RIVER
THE
ON

THE MILL
ON THE .P0

(Eteallsh Titles)

MARCH 10, 11. 12, 13
Ti-4E PASSIONATE SWEDISH FILM VERSION
OF STRiNDSERGS FAMOUS PLAY

Si44 Julie
ANITA BJORK,

The movie has a ple ntiful array of spectacular effects. Natives
brandish spears at you, and hurl
them vigorously at y oar head
;You’re periously closes to the dietary activities of the hons. and 11111.,xpectetily be -coin’ a participant
!en a love- scene All in all it’s quite
a show.
Neel Frank
The United Artists
-The Jai/. Singer has conie a
ic)ns..- way since its nrrzinal film mg as the- first talk:ii ltack en
.1927.
Al Jolson was the star in the
first version. This time It is Dan- ;
ny Thomas. Peggy Lee Is the
object of his affections,
romantic character who
gets the girl, I am the greatest i

"THUNDER
EAST"

DIMENSION

Plus
"APACHE WAR SMC.4
with
Gilbert Roiand
Barbara Ruicir
dIRe

MAIM DEVIL)
IN Ti4RlIONC CCIOR
.
CRLI,’

r

I re, i

Although the plot 01 the Min
is tam tram top-notch, "Bwana
Devil" has a good cast and ,T
1111111.10 setting shows off the
xciting 3-1) Nects.
Robert stack, Nigel Bruce.
and Barbara Britton are the
main characters. Thore trs trig to construct a railroad in
%fries. hut their progress in
is
rontlotralls
sentorre
this
thwarted by an industrious pair
of man-eating lions IA 1141 kill
most of the safari before Stock
kills them.

in

IN THE

Saratoga:

ALAMEDA AT HESTER
PHONE CY 3-3616

ALAN LADD
DEBORAH KERR
CHARLES BOYER
CORINNE CALVET

NOW!

United Artists:
"THE JAZZ
SINGER"

THE

111119FAIR

7

1191 E SantaCkra s:r foos

El Rancho Drive-In:

ON

f:401;4’

Al

A A

TODAY AT 12:30
I953’s BIGGEST,
MOST WONDERFUL MUSICAL

Acw.

THE-a.Azz swGER
8.

I

---.1"111",

TackiiieoLon

4,
WARNER BROS
HAPPY NEW
HIT OF HITS’

NN THOMAS ROGY LEE

RAW, RAMPAGING
EPIC OF THE
EMPIRE BUILDERS

KANSAS PACIFIC

Calling ALL Girls!!
Reg

*

.4u.

For The Bug

Stage

BEAUTY CONTEST

To Crown

A Ni

vs Queen

of

*

San Jese Baseball

Loads of Prizes
I. Trip to Hottywood by plane
2.
3
4.

and lwack
rho
6-Mostio woodsotisq coo,e Ed -.rd, School
Coosparte few Miss Celitorsla Us. Pei.
Appearances on hileaissor and radio

Ste-.

*Ma

r(1111

rd
To 114,111

.J1

i

-

hity Rose Dance

The Sigma Nus will end their
with their traditional White Rose
Brothers and their dates from
will gather in San Franciscolor the
r
Members frnrr
.
3
4"aliforii.
II
y rif C..
. he 1 "(111. et
At Div.’s, and L’inversii

winter social season tomorrow night
formal at the St. Francis hotel.
the six chapters in the 25th division
event.
I-4pter will mingle with Sigma Nits

.hoppa Neophytes
Wilke Formal Bow

The annual winter ha:
Will be presented by, ti.
concert band Sunday at 3 15 p
in Morris
The 71 -piece group, directed
hy Robert P. Olson, assistant
professor tif unpile. still teatilre
cla’ssic’al and niodern music.
Ten ’mm’ McCann. ’0.4(1,13 otxx
soloist, and the college cornet
quartet, composed of students
Neil Underwood, Byron Maynard.
Irvine Gidding and Allyn Erickson will be featured.
The program will begin with
"Procession of the Nobles," IA
Rimsky-Korsakov. "Symphony N.
12," by Alexander Borodin. aii.:
"Suite for Concert Band,"
Gerald Keehley will follow.
"missiles)," by Herbert Fred.
-Mannin Veen," by Illaydyn
Wood and "Siernper Pa rat 11%."
by Van Boskeret. cm ill etincluile
the progr am.

’ley Aud.

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
DINNERS

SPAGHETTI
and
PIZZA

85c

and up

Open from I I m.
to I cm.

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out

Closed or
Monday

:pp:* Kappa Gamma !pledges
FOODS
FINE ITALIAN
I will make their fornial entrance
into Greek society tonight at the
292 SOUTH MARKET
sororit ’11 traditional plertee dance.
To be introduced by their big
,sisters are Carol Bahr, Pat Baker, Nan Bowden, Pat, Brennan,
sonja fitirre111. Carol Crease, Sally
.Curtis. Arlene Saism, Sally Flapger, Audrey Fleming, Florence
Gley, Jackie ilartlis Phyllis John.
’tin.
Kiny
Keller. Judith
Karen
’Catherine McKinley, Marjel Mi Kinnon, Connie MacLean, Bill Li
bara Mangum, Carol Mann, Trisk
Betty
Ann
Moreland,
Mey..rs.
Drinks
Music
s Television
Nancy NoyIor, Sherry Nuremberg, Joan Odell, Shirley Osterinn
FOR RENT
le-Ann Posquini, Isonna Prulention Olds: ’DA() 110111/1.
irge, Carol Rockir, I.ee Simon, Sue
Attnewly decorated rooms. You:
;Smalley, Sandy Tebor, Barbara
bath, kitchen and study. Realown
j Jean Tedford, Sandy Williams,
it
IiiiI tan
sonable. 347 S. 12th street. Read:,
Oleo Igo tilers Mat 20 at !Jan Wilson, .1oElon Wilson. and
for Spring quarter.
hain dame 111 the flail- . Sue Ann Zimmerman
.3
Ii
Obis: Board and room. No.
en.II I
rrir11,1t11/11
Art CYpress 7-9996
and Julian
home. All facilities C5(4-993 ,ht7
pries. is ten rents
Sigma Chi Joint Bullet
Roam and board available ti
The al Ian i.. th. first of a s. tics
three girls. All facilities furnish Id
ieatiortal events being Scheduled bpr Tonight
sigma t
mils es and alumni including TV. 391 S. Fifth str,..!
it 1. the . x-tll students and
ght lot a buffet (7Y5-0311. Mrs. Crooks.
It,.
!similes siecording to Keith :will meet t
dikoliaa Ii coniniittee chairman. !dinner at the chapter house. acto on
Lovely
SPARTANS:
IF IT’S FROM STUART’S
A
en’s Nati form 3 to 5 cording to Dm.
Finch. social Twin beds, showers, baths, kitchpio
5Verhiesdays has already Ichairman. Tom Wall, head of .the ens; also apt. Close in. 545 S.
I. en est it.tishisi tender the three - ’alumni association, is in charge Fourth street.
A volleyball
lion
.
hut,", List.to lot arrangements.
IT’S
We nerd a girl to share an
I hill!, 14 1.
.111t1 111i4 Inc " h ’game between the two groups will apartment with three others. CY
1 Ius 111’1104.11 in the ;.t t., noon 1,reee111 the dinner
2-3120 afer 5 p.m.
Openings for woman student,
( Dial CY S-2bSS6
room and kitchen privileges, coHUNGRY?
a
3aJ/210/1
(0, 2
operative cooking. CY 4-0269. 398
I"...tocien or Prawn dinners delivered
S. 12th street.
hot to your door for only $3.40
IN
Use in the 101 Manor manner.
Closed
$47..50 per month. Eleven meals
pIts Ar,
Monday
per week. Good food and facilities.
Call CY 7-9997 or drop in 101 No.
–iiiiiiii11111111111111111101111110 iiitti 0111111111111111111111011011111111111M1111111111:: Fifth street.
Furnished rooms $10 and $15
respectively. Kitchen. Male students. No drinking or smoking.
CY 3-3308.
4MP.
Room to share with another
IMP
male student. $15 a month. Garage
.1M
included. 475 S. 15th street.
It:owing will be to the music 1.1
I ’Oa. 1%1111,1N/1n :sod his oichestra
Corsages and favors will he preHied to Inc women The Stan to, ’I Beta (’hi chapter is in charge
ait.inverneuts.
Pations tor the campus chap. will he Owen M. Broyles. a
of the Nevada chapter.
-Saunders oh
lot
ii
.14
1.04 al
chapter
also ha ,.. been made for
111 ti/t11 1.1141111M
PI tVIIIIirting and an ;111111111111,1I1101.

Marcia’s

Recreation Center

BARBER SHOP

CLASSIFIEDS

.siutritin I Wage

Soft

HAIRCUTS ’1"

Hold
tomilie..
esicro Moue

For a trim and a laugh

netvi

The Ahoy Chicken

Wtat

For Better Cleaning
it’s ARTHUR’S

WANTED
Typing, 10 cents a page, for
= large amounts. AX 6-4651. 940
= Ithissoni drive.

Hand Finished Quality Work
ARTHUR’S CLEANERS
=

317 E. JULIAN

CY 3.1137-

This

Coo/ Cat- is
hep to the place
where they sell those
Nervous Dreamburgers

0111)ettiti
PIT
t, 1) to
on,

141 SOUTH IHIRD

lcigeele

Everyone
best

place

Students
they

knows

f h e

for

State

to go

when

want delicious

food is ...

0

tarlisP

alb

BREAKFAST
SERVED
AT All HOURS

Fantods for Fine Food
Oran 6-00 m t6.4lcin4a

=

Kliltr wuntrd to l’hnonix, Ariz.
Thursday. Mar. 12. Call
4 and 6 p.m. chuck may_
hew (1’ 5-9993
Model for part time, if you
qualify Girls also wanted to represent Peninsula Models (school)
Phone EM 8-2059 for interview.
5% infect: Two riders to sha!.
s to Portland or Seattl,
1.,,i% in:: Thursday, March 12, a
5 p.m. Call AX 6-7583 after 5 p.m
FOR SALE
TtIlP40. Size 38 long. Midivt.
blue. Excellent condition. Won’
three times. Also shirt and sho. s
$40 for all. AX 6-5784.
Pour 710x13 tires and tub, s
less than 1410 miles. $15 per hi tube or 5.50 for set. See Am.
in Graduate Manager’s office e
,-all CY ?-8642 after 6 p.m.
311 Radek ronvertIMe. Good tel
Neil Frank in Sparta!’
$63.
Daily office between 130 and 1
pm
Kiiigtmt magnetic tape re, ,
)1)4,cr old. Originally sold
$1M’ 544 %%111 xell for $95 C..
CI. !
Mist 1.1.1.ANE401
.111111’s %%mild appreciate
t heir tiophies returned he 6,
1111111:11 1111111II.C.: 1.11111 Mune.
= 1953
DON’T READ THIS
yo,, ar tathfied with your proven.
man wlabode Bat if you ins
wants
row. in quiet Isom* wi-n
hitchen privilogits, xo.n on* block
from campus to 121 E. San Sal.ado

CATALINA

As

ROSE MARIE REID

seen

DE WEESE DESIGNS

in

MAURICE HANDLER

Vogue

$7.95 to $25.00

$14.95

Cottons
Nylons
Chromsoun
Lastex

Choose yours now and use
our Layaway. A small deposit
holds your selection.

FOR THOSE WHO
KNOW CLOTHES

161 SOUTH FIRST STREET

4
4

44,44.

Neophytes From Three Sororities
Will Make Debuts Over Weekend
A nosegay of violets, the sorer
ity flower, will be the favors at the
Sigma Kappa pledg3 dinner -dance
tonight at Long Raw restaurant
in Palo Alto.
The 37 neophytes will Ise presented during the evening and
gien gold sorority neeklaees.
Dinner will he served in the
Rose room, followed by dancing
in the Patio room to the music
of Bob Russell’s orchestra.
Taking their bow will be Carol
Bisbee, Gloria Bishop, Janet Bach,
Joan Leighton, Terri McGraw,
Karla Jones, Della McMillan, Ba:Intra Creecy, Ruth Oakleaf, Ola
Gail Porter, Rosemary Magnaseo,
Pat Fox, Claudif LaFevre, Nan
Grisham, Sharon Lind, Bevtrly
Anderson, LeAnne Anderson.

Fridix, Mar. 6, 1953

Judy Titus, Charlene Bar tjer.
Annabel Bettencourt, Shirley Conger, Eddi Lou Eckhardt, Adrienne
Faber, Jackie Flora,
Virginia
Gauch, Delores Gomes, Lenore
Griffin, Myra Faul, Nancy Kelley. 1
Barbara Lacey, Diane Mitchell,
Caroline McKenzie, Mary Ellen;
Nicholson, Charlene Owen, Bev.: I
erly Schultz, Trubee Sienteting.: I
Alberta Woodworth.

5
4

future Gamma Phi Betas will: Future Chi Omegas will step,
be introduced to their active
.through a carnation covered arch
ters and their escorts tomorrow
Saturday nirht to make their de
night at the Green Hills country
:but at the traditional pledge
club in Millbrae.
A party at the home of .1Hk% :dance. Mistress of ceremonies BarHollar will introduce the
O’Neil in Redwood City will
cede the formal.
ipledges and their escorts.
Th.- neoph3. is will be presentThe Chi O’s will lease for the
ed and gi\ru gifts front the sororformal at the San Francisco
ity b t heir big sisters.
The pli.dge class includes Glenda Golf club, following a pre -party
Battershy. Jutia Ann Bennett, gathering at the home of Mer’Barbara Collett, Joan Doyle, Joyce cedes Carter in St. Francis
i Erickson,
Robin Fincher, Anne
’Formic-0, Rtnne Harman, Patricia Wno.d.
!Hoffman. Shirley Innes, Janine
ohnson, Shirley Knapp, Joan
,Lockhardt. Jacquel:ne Margetts,
Marlene Meier Nancy Schieck,
’Dorothy Ann Smith, Iris Sudman.
Pat Temple, Dorothy Washington,
I Nancy West, and Shirley Zarka,

SPARTAN DA 111.1"

coca! Papade

4
4,

4
4
4
4

Edited by JO ROSSMANN

4

The AT’
nac a ternine
isator. a
rat hi
nin% Ming S isitto
first, but right now quite content with her lot. And well she nught
The men, in the hest tradition of chivalry, have allowed Alec,
sleep in John Jones’ bathtub. Then. she spends the da’.s and night,
quite happily gnawing away the enamel and blinking het big pink ey,
at interlopers.
Alice came to shit the big house on the Alameda at the imitaTh14. future ATO’s us err seat ool on a ...a% tion nf the pledge
enger hunt for a turke), n hen the) returned tbe) bad %bee tucked
math under their arms.
How many other fraternities can ask a girl in. n,d Ii..s
trophy case hut their rabbit 7

A Repubitran Promise?
Presented will be Annie Arnold,
The new got crnmt lit made its I list local c!
Carol Arnold. Pat Canfield, Sue
Chapman
Rita Erickson, Mary threw the women of Greek Row in mourning.
,-,
(.
to the mill boes and nail t’arci’l!, i
Jane Greeman, Jeanne Harris, scurry out
Frank O’Brien, one of the. most familiar titers osi Elesenth
lEarline Johnson, Gail Keating, PaMarian Lester, street, has had hi., mail route changed. Frank delisered .Iseeks
tricia Leggett,
home and blue cards for aini..st Si’,, sears.
Marian McLauchlan. Deanne Martinsen, Joy Mitchell, Joan Reither,
mmratulatinm.
ho
Phyllis Reynolds, Norma Shry,
Happy hirthdi* to thy t%onwn 01 Alpha Chi I tir
Pat Stockholm, Mary Tharp, Mari- brate the fifth birthday ot their chapter today.
Mrs. Kinnerd Jones, western counselor for the nat lOnd I.,4111.1 k
lyn Williams, Vinnie Wood, and
o
Will be present at the party’. Before receiving its national chart,
Judy 7.ent.
Gamma Eta chapter the sorority Was the local .11:quer.
Chi.
(ands Tell of Ma) %%editing
Bea stickny pot out the red earnation and passed a bridal
doll atop a hov of ..hocolates VIontla) night Ill tell bet .1 Chi
rarity sisters that she will be the Ma) bride of Nterrit R04.144A I’ll 1.4
Vihittier college.
Vilittier Bea is a junior transfer Jr

I Lynette Clary
Is !New President
O f Theta Chapter
unscrambled Easter

Selle4

Delta Zetas
Kappa Tate
Home-Styled Hans, eggs Monday night to uncover the
Lynette Clary was elected presof Isa NCI
arthes and al
The Parent’s club will 14.4.41
- l’ngagerrient of Jean Luther and
ident of Kappa Alpha Theta sorer- Tail Sunda) afternistii at a pot-litek dinner. lite hat. mils is al
Larry Cummings.
1111. ...t1411411114.141.
read) insolved in plans for their spring formal.
Miss Luther is an active partic- Ay at the chapter meeting Monday
ale
director, John Hernandez, Herman Smith. and sal S., I.
ipant in student body government. night.
In charge.
S
junior general elementary eduNew officers include Pat Stuart.
Food for Iore Than Thought
i cation major, she is the daughter
Diners will have to make the
of Mrs. L. J. Luther of Holdrege, first vice president and scholarship
take in th. AD ditinei S1111111:1
chance
If
you
get
a
difficult choice between ham and Neb.
chairman; Ginger Anderson, sec- cooking is just like hack home and much, much bett. I than pita
chicken tomorrow night at the
Her fiance is the son of Mr. and. ond vice president and pledge Might lie a nice. idea for an ark, -n’ginning on 1 Ind Ia t date betoio
ATO Mother’s club benefit dinner.
Mrs. D. C. Cummings of Carullil trainer; Alberta Martin, recording finals.
The annual home-cooked meal He will be graduated from Loyola
secretary; Sondra Pheliers, corwill be ’turned out by the fratern- ;university in June.
ity’s cook, Alice Hall.
The couple are making July responding secretary: Kahn Johnson, teasurer; Katy }Clove, standSecond in a Sen-s
Dinner will be served to the wedding plans.
ards chairman; Dora lee’ Griffey,
Hathaway-SecOr
public front 5:30 to 9 p.m. at the
Orthodoxy and
comparing
membership
selection:
Carol
Peggy Hathaway and EugeneHOUSe
chapter house, 161.10 The Alameda.
Secor revealed the secret of their. HotchkIss, social chaignan; Gerry
Liberal Religion
Besides the entree of -ham or engagement at the IFC formal Hqrper, house manager; Dee JuChuck Sisnev was installed pc. chicken the menu , includes hors Saturday. The official announce- kich, senior Panhellenic delegate. 1 icient of the campus Cil-aPlet: of. PI) $
d’oeuvres, salad, vegetattfles, des- ment was made to Sccor’s Theta
-THE BIBLE TELLS ME
Gretchen Schmitt was named !Sigma Kappa at ceremonies Moo
sert and coffee.
Xi fraternity brothers Monday.
pledge class president. Her of- this night, Stsney is a sophomea,
OR DOES IT?"
SO
Tickets are $1.50 a plate and
The couple will be married Aug. ficers include Joan Arnold, vice
may be purchased front actives or 29 in Coronado. They will make president; Mary Childrey, secre- from Hayward._
pledges. Ward Von Tillow is ticket their home in San Jose.
Officers elected Feb. 22 mclud.
Jackie Lowrey, tivasurer;
tary;
chairman, and Jim Morris is genThe future Mrs. Secor is a Sue Renzel, scholarship chairman; !Tom Wilberding, vice president
eral chairman.
freshman political science major. Tiny King, activity chairman: Ad- !Art Reed, secretary; 1181 Ely. I
Sunday, March 8 1953
he is the daughter of Lt. Corn-, rienne Ayres,
social chairman; surer and house manager; I:10
11 00 a.m.
mander and Mrs. R. L. Hathaway Diane Bragg, sergeant -at -arms: Bewley, inductor; Jack Ayres,
of Coronado. Iler fiance is a junior and Bar ba r a Taylor, publicity tinel: Roger Flanagan, publicity
chairman.
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
business administration major and chairman.
WHITE KNITS Si
the son of Mr. R. S. Seem. of Fair160 North TI,;.d Store
Ely announced that the Irate, nfield.
Son Jos*
The tone of .the Westminster ity has finished moving into tle
FORMAL BOWS
.w chapter boom. at .!34.S. Itli
chimes of the college is the same
(street.
as that of Big Ben in London.
and

Chicken Dinners
On Tap for ATO

II-

1
’Phi Signut Kappa Install
Chuck Sisney President :
ilore into .N.e14’

Just Arrived!

ACCESSORIES
BANANA HATS
Good for:
BEACH UMBRELLAS
FRATMEN AND
GOOD FOR NOTHING

THE TEE RACK
121 South First
5 83’F,

Kappa Alpha W ill Honor
N etcly-Elected Officers
11 lilt Dance At Hillsdale

The three recently elected Ear.
Alpha officers will he ho:
tonight at an inauguration ti.i:
it Hillsdale.
Art White was elected M.,. I
night to succeed ou:going
dent Art Butler. He Will be iii
at the beginning of spring ,
Dick Hamblin was named vie(
peosident, and Lou Gerard wa,
1..fi Sl’el,1

SAVE ON YOUR FOOTWEAR . . . .
YOU CAN SAVE ON FAMOUS QUALITY SHOES
THE SELF-HELP WAY . . .
SHOPPING FOR YOUR SHOES
AT THE SUPER SHOE MART IS LIKE

IT’S LATER
THAN YOU THINK!
But there is still time to register for the

FREE

"22 -KARAT"
GOLD PLATED

Smith-Corona Silent
Portable Typewriter
to be given away at the
GRAND OPENING
March 6th and 7th
PRIZES

SHOES FOR CAMPUS SHOES FOR DRESS
THESE SHOES ARE FACTORY -FRESH.
ALWAYS THE NEWEST COME IN
AND BROWSE AROUND . . .

ALL SHOES ON DISPLAY ON THE INSIDE

GIFTS

eusinEss

1[41
96E sari FERIN1100 [4.2.7503
MACHVIES

"

SHOPPING AT THE SUPER MARKET .

SUPER
439 SO. FIRST ST.

SHOE

MART

BETWEEN WILLIAMS AND SAN SALVADOR

1

I

Won’t Be Long Now...."

Friday. Mar.

VIRTAN DAILI

_

_

41.

It

1.

I

1 .
it

..

’mini: It, 11 A the licagineer.11:4 departItio Linz,. F., loire rootio Of the ow%
oleigned, ha. indirect
t

-1.1111A F. R11.11T or. Itenjamin
Nos bar. aMariciala pftlf1.1%or of
ebemi.try. and Dr. Carl D. Duns -an. head of the Natural rirner depaftililaIlat, look On elf1Mproud.11,1%
smith
as
lir.
Is points out tbe wenie bruuts
of hi. new engineering building.

"

’Pr

inEutm.

RFTE pedastais
In Pb. new electronics lab art’
read,. and scaiting fur electrical
equipment from the old quonet
hul. 11n the lett I. an electrical
differential panel

llo mom- solo Mr
iN9.111.11
nol 1
t rd I o
lo"
YIN" 1111Yrilo lof II. r. I.rKI
rrr Ong 511011 Ills
I rank Rohn
and / ila
afr eagerly oft. ring lb. 1r .eosio esa bit pre.

omit urea, by
hugging an air
comprewor Into one of t h.- Man,.
bib fount., .V111.31 filolniz 41.4.
Mos 7.
is I for

gr.‘

NOW SERVING

.:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

=

BREAKFAST 6 DAYS
A WEEK
(Sundays excluded)

Direct ors

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

AUTOMATIC
SELF - SERVE

SANDWICHES
(all kinds)

LAUNDRY
. I vd0G114111
CY

AL’S

SID7

Quick

AU1OMOTIVE
SERVICE

DAFT’S
SPARTAN INN

.111.,1,
R.I1
artio.,,isd ter
1..ozol S,;<
7r) Da Io.o.J
CY 7 1114
.1
733 IllthitAIS SALFS
70aPfi OR RgearltS

?

ROYAL TYPEWRITER
CO.
Y 1 0770
MI ’qv,.

71111tleemotimmilliiiimimmimmT
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(Acro.:s from Campus,

s %rip:\ us .1reet %len . .
I hi. %fro ma% be responsible
I. .r ’swing maim t wIrnts into
tI.. .111.:14.rIng department. The
P., ilding 111\erw ii’. rr 111.1M110 feet
A instructional area.
nI.1
....ntIng halloast. suppis room..

iS 111 111410MM
World’s f/I.Ft portable...

World’s

and .pace
filch I. not ’mei’ for
lied riffling stualrats. Thr department Is prosody.’ 01 It. large
I.. lure room (see first put., r.)
h is arranged to wall 19’!
odndent
in enti-I ireular terrace -like rows. Engineering student. 4ratlasting thi5 sear are
gria.hing their troth at the sers
thootsght (.1 missing the flaw.,
in the new building neI fall.
Operation. lo 1110%. the equipment which is presentls housed
in the quonet hut on an car
trert
%AM continue until
June 30. These %porton Dalls
photos were nand. hs Don Poor.

fastest portable I

PARK’S

Hunter’s Office Equipment Co.
E San Fernando

Service

CY 4 2091

FOR ART.STS MATERIALS
Wm.?),
Ntlr+On-Gumbacl,
Permanent 01 ’dish

332 U

Santa Clar

CY 3 1793

15 THE FIVE SPOT 5
DRIVE-INS
Home of the deluxe hamburger

I

CORNER OF SUTTER
and FIRST ST.

869 SO. FIRST ST.

12TH & SANTA CLARA ST.
CAMPBELL

SANTA CRUZ

LOS GATOS

5

Progress in Pictures as New Replaces Old
Eriday. Mar. 6. 1953

Anovits Is
tion

at

SPARTAN DADA
_

The story ot the Spartan building program is told pictorially on
this page.
Sparta’s immediate building program is centered around the completion of buildings now under
construction. These are the Music.
Speech and Drama, and Engineering buildings.

Speech

TOP ROW,

and

alized

strucl kin of the building began
June 5 and this picture is a1 taken in December. Top. right. The
nen Music building, niost beautiful of Sparta’s this hid liii rigs
%%Ms photographed in scptensber
and is as esIWI tell 10 be completed before lbw v ea r a a
Feature ot the building it ill be
eoncert
hall,
nhich
is ill
(soon?) seat a maimism of 57:.
per.ons. Mhen the old
building is vacated. it is ill hi
homt. *if (hi %l,,,1
41.101111 Iii, 11.,*
tan Dail%.

an Picture Framing
Effective for the balance
of the Wirter Quarter

Satisfied State Students
Stop Herr

71 N. FIFTH

1

your

STATE
JACKET

HOUSE OF ARTS
& CRAFTS
THE TOM ER peeped user the
top of the %%reeked second floor

ii

ilk iion Jose high school on

Nen Vear’.. Ee of 1952.
ing

’The Finest is Yours at Brug’sPARTY TRICKS AND FAVORS

a

herald-

big vear of constniction
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According to George J. Dieterle.
coast ruct ion supervisor, t he Music
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Writer Likes Women’s Garb
%IA
Sy
.
Ili.
Wornerfs
being different this year.
I don’t know exactly how they
differ from those of pi evious years.
but I do know that something new
has been added.
The something nest which has
struck my eye is the teekpin.
The neckpin I. an oblong piece
of curt ed metal with a clasp on
one eml. It closely resembles a
plain old bobby pin except that it
looks like it is made of gold and

Da Vinci Show
Set To Close
This Sunday

better all the time, They’re incomparable one year and superatomic
incomparable the next. One thing
This pin is worn about one inch
for sure, and I’d like to be quoted,
below the neckline of the woman’s -They’re here to stay."
sweater so that it gives the imI saw a girl on campus the othpression of pinning her sweater
er
day in Levis. She looked atrorealthis
know
Now
I
to her neck.
but terrific othly isn’t se and I have come to the cious. fashionably,
conclusion that it pins’her sweater erwise. That was when I decided
and fashto a matching color scarf just vis- that fashions may come
ible about the neck, which is itself ions may go, but women will mtik,
pinned to the girl. It must be this them look good forever.
has a flashy -colored, cloth -cotered clasp.

way for a purpose, but no girl has
explained to me yet what the purpose is.
Speaking of scarves reminds me
’that I can’t tell if a woman is
’looking her best or if she has bronchitis. Another use of scarves
seems to he to give the girl a
blushing pink complexion via slow
strangulation.
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Vet Officer
L. R. Kenefick, training officer
for veterans under PL 16, now is
located at the local Veterans Administration office at 192 San Augustine street in San Jose.
Kenefick will be available in his
office Monday of each week.

Fashions this year Seem deSunday is the last day to see Ili.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
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he University of California.
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STAGNARO
FISHING
;:yRIIPS

Pier Bath House
At Cowell’s Beach
Entrance to the Wharf
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SANTA C,Ruz

Soft Drinks

Fish and Chips

Curligue

Dressing Rooms

Pota#oes

Fish Market Sea

DEACH,

CALI PORN IA

Food Cocktail Restaurant On The Pier
AT SANTA CRUZ

C. STAGNARO FISHING CORP.
Mahe J. Steeper*, Pres.

Phone Santo Cruz
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Rushing About
Characterizes O.T. Majors Aid Handicapped
A-V Barracks
slARTN Di1f1.1’

IlFriday. Mar. 6. 1953
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WaAinften cquaPe
Eci;f,ci by JOYCE PASSETTI
I have a roommate.
There’s nothing startling to xei pt loud! about tins lout. Just about
veryone has at least one roommate ... what with the housing situation the way it is.
What makes this particular roommate exceptional is that she
has a craze for Western music ... which is driving me craz.s ... and
everyone else who walks into our apartment.
Last year we got along just fine. She was in the jazz stage
then. Ent partial to jazz.
But this year things have changed. The jazz records are warping
and Charlie Parker has been cast aside for the late and much lamented
flank Williams.
At first I figured to each his own. At the time I still was free to
-witch on the phonograph . . .her’s. by the way .. . and settle down
to a few minutes of solitude with Stan Kenton or Flip Phillips.
Then one day the solitude was broken and without any warning
the freedom was squelched.
With a sweep of her hand Kenton and Phillips were silenced
. . . to he replaced by the moaning and %%ailing of Hank Williams,
Hank Snow and slim Whitman.
Now, just in case there are any Western music fans reading this
let me explain, here and now, I’m not coming out against Western
music. Far from it. I have the greatest respect for those Western
boys. Not only do they hit unheard of notes. but they write some of
the most sentimental poetry I have ever heard. Elizabeth Browning’s.
-How much do I love thee,- isn’t half as emotional as "Oh, Lord, I’ve
got the lovesick blues, since my baby said goodbye."
It’s just that Western music seems to have such a strange effect
on my roommate. If she only bought the records, it wouldn’t he so
had. But the other day she came running into the room carrying
a huge guitar. She doesn’t play it. It just sits there in the corner gathering dust.
Well, I went along with the guitar. It does look pretty good. I’ll
admit.
But now she’s subscribing to a "hillbilly, folk, western picture
magazine entitled ’Country Song Roundup.’" It’s published in Connecticut.
The feature I liks- the hest is one called, -Hollywood Hoedown
Lowdown." The col
1st has quite a style:
’Howdy buckaroos! Great gobs of goose grouse, how time seems
to fritter away! .. . I’m happier than a hound dog on a possum farm
to see your tired old eyes scanning this hyar page of printin’ . . so
climb aboard the old buckboard and I’ll take you for a spin
"
See what I mean. The music is fine ......s those other things.

Drama Group Schedules Plays
The drama department
has
scheduled two plays for Spring
quarter, according to the Speech
office.
-The Innocents..? by William
.

DONUTS?
Any Kind.,.

Archibald, is the next in line for
production. It will be presented
April 24, 25 and 30 in the Little
Theater.
"Under the Gaslight," by Augustin Daly, will be given May 29-30
and June 4-6.
Tryouts for ’Mr Innocents"
were held last week. The cast
list will be released today.

Men Shun Razors
For Sake of Art

Fresh Every Day
You’ll Like ’Em

Rates for Organizations

HOLSUM DONUTS
478 E. Santa Clara
Just Iwo blocks horn Fraternity Row

FOr the iicxt six weeks, male
members of the cast of the television show, ’Trumpet of a Prophet," will he spurned by their
!girl friends and disgusted acquaintances for ignoring the razor and
avoiding barbershops.
1 Orders have been issued by the
; director, Robert I. Guy, head of
radio and television curriculum,
linstructing all of the men in the
cast to let their hair grow and to
cultivate beards.
’

A barracks in hack of Morris
Dailey auditorium is always bustling with activity. The sound I ,
gunfire, ricocheting rockets.
dieamy music alternately
from the cracks around its %k it
dows.
Young men dash in and out,
taking movie projection paraphernalia hither and yon.
Spectators who can squeeze pas.
the painters and ladders ills
place is undergoing a remodeling
job), see what appears to. be utter
pandermonium, hut it is merely
the everyday working of the audio.
visual center.
Four secretaries are husills answering phone calls and tsping
orders for Dims. Two mewls. projectors may be humming, one
In eat h of the viewing ro
where faculty members or student teachers may preview
There is a library of 565
which are listed alphabetically to
a directory. from "Academic Life.
to "Your Voice."
Equipment for motion picturi
projection, recording discussion.
It %RR b
REIT7.E1., right, asand speeches, playing transcrii
lions and PA systems also ati ; ,ists a is ’’nor at the Sheltered
55 orkshop. 219 B. San Fernanavailable for classroom use.
do street. Miss Bethel. Jackie
Avery
and Barbara l’arroll,
senior ocesspational therapy In..
Ion’, spend four hours a weeleht
the shop. The Crippled

Mystery(;irl

society of Santa Clara count%
rims the project to proside ttsNI occupation tor ..e\ crrIlb tuir
dieapped soling adults. The frI
students a ork ssith the eight
P"" ns employ sal there so th..
barn 1.1 deal edits the hanphoto by Park.- t
dicapped.

Not% it can he told! If no
are one of the persons ’.’.ho is
wondering alto the girl modeling
the dress on the inside cover of
Lyke is, here’s your aliswer.
She’s Barbara Bak’ r, freshman art major from Davis. The
editors of Lyke esplalned that
they didn’t make her a mystery
girl Intentionallysome sort of
--

Radio News

New Time for
Variety Show
Twenty -Nine Thirty," Spartan
variety program, has a new time.
Starting tomorrow the campus
Capers will be heard at 8 p.m. on
KLOK.
The show will take on "mot.,
dignity" to fit the better spot,
according to Jerry Morrison. one
of the three producer-directorwriters.
Clyde Allen, Dave Woods. and
Morrison will continue the campus newscasts and sports news as
usual, along with the three toj.
tunes of the week. The Ron Wri
trio will be featured tomorro,
night.

The children should enjoy to
morrow’s "From the Magic
Door" radio production hy
*
fr
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*
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*
rut off.
*
.
*
Liles, student director, haster,
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*
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Ron Wren stars as S.
** Theresa Whalen Beauty Salon 156 W. San Carlos 42 Carton,
tile laviyer. Ralph Ross
5.2448
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*
takes the part of Charles
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Evermond. Fred Forsman Is th.
narrator.
"The Spy." by James Fenimoi
276 So. First
IS YOUR WATCH
Cooper. will he recorded toda:.
This is the last program of tr.
IRREGULAR?
series to he recorded this quart..:
The Immort.i
"Appassionat a
Don’t Give It Castor Oil
Beethoven." has be..n post txm.
Indefinitely because of technic:.
difficult it’s
take it to The

Ca4tle
Completely Redecorated Dining Room
Organization Dinners at ONLY $1.50
per Plate

7-Course Dinners

Sat.
Sun.

$2.75
Filet Mignon
2.00
Rib Steak
1.50
Special Steak
1.25
Fried Chicken
Chicken a la Cacciatora 2.53
1.50
Pork Chop
1.50
Ham Steak
1.25
Turkey Dinner
1.00
Spaghetti & Meatballs
1.00
Ravioli
.00
Calf Liver
1.00
Hamburger Steak
1.00
Cheese Omelet
1.00
Pizza
.75
Small Pizza

A

*************************************************
*
*

CO-ED CUT

WATCH

HOSPITAL
Service -

INA vE 4.1!!.60f7D.f

Watch lkipital
276 So. First

Special
Student Rates

CY 7-2080

46 -HOUR
SERVICE

One -Year Written Guarantee

ft

The Radio Guild’s presentatie;
of modern music hy the Hungai
Ian composer, Bela Bartok. will t
heard again Sunday ;11 1? 30 p
M
DON’T READ THIS
if you are satisfied with your present
man vrho
abode But if you dire
quiet horn* eitli
wants room in
kitchen privileges. come on* block
from campus to :21 E. San SaNadet

7 -Course
Dinner

$100
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BOXERS FACE BENGALS TONIGHT
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Bear, however.
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STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP
Placement Pictures
That are Effective
At Prices That are Reasonable
41 No. First Street
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signment of defeating rugged Du Lundgren in the welterweight at.
vision. If lie does, it will he tifirst time anyone has turned
trick diet-inc the current cam, The light -middleweight ai !.
it ill he 11.1IV pen Bill Mend..
and I.. I:. Neal. Nlendo.kt has
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n great pr
hat mii,s hale. trouble with Neal,
who has hosed as a middleweight all year.
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I To Look Your Best
Try Our Haircuts
Remember it pays to
look well all the time

LA EUGANCIA
BAKBER SHOP
89 W. ST. JOHN
Jost oe block above Fi’s Street
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BANTAMWEIGHT RELTER
Accurso and his Bengal opponent, Lee Daniels, will start
fistic festikilies tonight with the
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DRIVE IN AND SOUND YOUR HORN .
Let the Tee -Pee Drive-In
fake care of your individual tastes.

8:00 P.M.

lock et the pikes and W.’ why the crossds
are coming to the TEE PEE DRIVEIN.
DELUXE
HAMBURGER
F. erco

45c

Fries

INDIVIDUAL
CHICKEN
POT PIE

1.00

SALAD
TRENCH Fills

Men’s Gym

s i ght night at San Jose. Cc -e and see your
favorite Spartan ring stars in action.
And remember, the outstanding boxer f -on, this year’s
squad will receive the beautiful SPARTAN black onyx diamond ring from Paul’s Jewelers at the end of the season.
Paul’s also will present each member of the boxing team
who represents San Jose in the PIC matches with a gold
trophy in recognition of their achievement.

PIPING HOT
APPLE
TURNOVER
25c
WITH
CINNAMON SAUCE
’,EE114 ING RES UNIir for al loss
h,ended to hint by earn Bur
ass In their first meeting this
Nem, lol 5,5 hit,’ will square oft
.gainst
th.Bengal
tonight.
5(hlte hoes lost lout .m. bout this

HAMBURGER
STEAK
90c
AND THE
TRIMMINGS!.

The staff of Paul’s Jewelers invite you to come and see the
ring and trophies on display at their shop.

Credit Jewelers

TEE-PEE

DRIVE -1N
1228 W. San Ca.’
SAN ..:OSE

Palm
35

RESTAURANTH
’INE;oco
rata Pr ICES
575 1 Sento C1e

CY 5-91/42

Crea#or of the SPARTAN Slack Ony, Ring
72

SO.

FIRST

STREET

Tracksters Smash ,Indians Today, Bears Tornorrou.
12 Meet Records Horsehiders After First

Ten meet records and two Spartan Field records fell yesterday in
the annual interclass track testis al held on the Spartan oval.
Five varsity and five novice
marks were broken in the meet
which was won by captain Dick
Sfultz’s squad. StuItz, who broke
the shot put record, was under
the sponsorship of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity.
SAE received a gold cup for
posting a winning margin of 77
points to 724 scored by Theta
Chi and Gamma Phi Beta.
Bob McMullen, NCAA and AM.’
star, set the first new mark of
the afternoon when he broke his
own record in the ’.-mile race.
McMullen’s old time was 3:09.8
Yesterday the big blond circled
the oval three times in 3:08.3.
McMullen came back to break
another of his own records in the
mile -and-a -half race and at the
same time set a new track record
of 6:56.7. McMullen’s 1951 record
lime was 7:09.8.
Tall Herman Wyatt set the
other field mark when he jumped
6’ 812" to break his old mark of
6 67,8".
Two records were broken in the
pole vault event.
Captain Bill Priddy vaulted to
a new varsity mark of 13’ 7" and
freshman Owen Rhodes of Los
Angeles duplicated this mark in
the novice division. George Mat tos,
former Spartan. Iv.Id both of the
previous records at 13’ 6- and 13’
1". respectively.
Stultz put the shot 47’ 5" for
a new mark in that event. Woody
Linn set the old mark of 47’ 344"
In 1948.
Other novice marks to fall in -

Just about the best
in everything . . .

eluded the 660 -yard time of 1:30.0
Jack Raine sliced 1 10 of a sec- W
ond off this time for a 1:29.9 performance. Don Hubbard ran the.
mile and a half in 7:17. cuttingj
1 4’10 sec. from the old mark. Joel
Wyrick high jumped 6’ 4" and i Attempting to win their lust
Stan Wacholz broad jumped 21’ Igame of the season, Spartan di- I’ nfia
11111" to better the old mark by amondmen will play the Stanford
3 in.
Indians at Muinicipal
stadiuit
today
at
2:31
o’clock.

in; Face Indians Today

TIJAA 2loings
By
PAT MEINTASIS

Last term’s executive counel
made final selection in determining appointees for sports managers. The following were appointed:
Gwen Beckman, softball; Ann
Younger, swim club; Ramona Puccinelli, orchesis; Mae .Stadler, tennis;’ Shirley Spicer, volleyball;
Pat Meintasis, badminton; Jean
Johnson, riflery; Nancy Cooper,
riding; Sandy Waller, hockey; and
Joyce Erickson basketball Miss
Margaretta Fristoe succeeds Dr.
Elizabeth Prange as senior adviser, while junior adviser will he
selected by the council.
Ye Old School Days
There was no doubt this year’s
annual banquet was a success, as
some 102 persons attended the
three-hour affair. Outgoing president Mae Stadler opened the evening’s program by introducing
Dean Helen Dimmick, who spoke
on school activities. Dr. Irene
Palmer presented this year’s outstanding senior award to two physical education majors, Joan Chambers and Joyce Malone, who both
received a ukelele for their four
years of outstanding work. Decorations consisted of figures representing women’s sports, red school
houses, and picture paintings. General chairman was Cheryl Richardson, with Pat Nickley assisting.

Gale, Krikorian
Win Tennis Title
Butch Krikorian and Doh Gale
defeated Jim Austin and Don
Straub in the finals of the All College Doubles tournament recently,
In the semi-finals, Krikorian and
Gale fought a hard battle with
Phil Wilson and George Bill before
downing them, 6-4, 6-4.

food
prices

37 West San Carlos
Across from St. Clare Hotel

Enrollment in the college passed
the 8,400 mark in Fall quarter
of 1949.

Engles,

rot;t;e. We cut to
and deliver.
C11 CV 3 2577

455 Keyt 5.

isitichie4 cteak ficoe

CYpress 5-9897

545 South Second

Remainder of Williams’ team
will be Ron Palma, second
base: Cookie Camara, shortstop:
Jack Richards, third haw; and
Ralph Cleland, Jim Coalter, and
Sal Salvadore, out fielders.
The Indians have yet lobe beaten. They have won six and tied
one.
Against California tomorrow,
Williams will start Doug Boehner
on the mound.

It’s Time to Look
At Your Watch
If your bend us worn out or
watch needs repair . . . don’t put
it off, come see us.
Well make your watch run like a
million and look like brand new.

Apra.

J
011.

Special Student Rates

STUDIO JEWELERS
34 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Next to the Studio Theatre

itutpey:41

76 W. SAN ANTONIO
llithoses 1st aqui mark.*

"where )ou dress for lc--

SAMPLES

SAMPLES

SEMI -FORMAL DATE
’.4

SUITS ... $45-$60
Sharkskins
Flannels

,

Tweeds
These suits are styled by Biltmore and Varsity Towne,
famous for collegiate clothes throughout the country.
Be sure and drop in for a fitting before that date.

227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

order

1 Oc

PERFECT FOR THAT

JSilJilliams

Brown

Pirveyors of quality meats
to restaurants, b o a rd i n q
rouses, fraternities arid so-

NEW FOR SPRING AND

THE STORE THAT QUALITY BUILT

&

LARGE BOTTLE OF MILK

The only other change in the
lineup that started Tuesday’s
game will be at first base. Bill Anderson, sophomore, will take the
place of Don Visconti. Visconti suffered a broken arm Tuesday when
he and a Card player collided on
.a play at first base.
Anderson has had little experience, his first college game being
that with the Indians.

PP

Brown

GOOD FOOD AT
COLLEGE PRICES

has chosen Ron
Williams
hauffnutn, tricky righthander. to
pitch today’s ganie. In his only
iwrformance this year, the I rans(oda
’ont ra
fer from West
junior college did a brilliant job.
Ile held the Palo Alto Oaks
scoreless during an eight inning
stint, HibMing only two hits
and striking out nine.

See

DAILY

WHOLESALE MEATS

Another top coast team. California. will be the Spartan’s to.
tomorrow at Flerkeles

San Jose State freshman baseball team opens its schedule today, meeting Menlo junior college
at 3:15 p.m. at Menlo,

CHALET
CAFE

SPARTA

It will be tin
Raiders’
secon
meeting of !Fa
week with ths
Cardinal
nine
and the first tints
in five years the
two clubs hays
performed in San Walt %Album.
Jose. Tuesday afternoon at Stanford. Coach Walt Williams’ squad i
dropped a close 7-5 decision.

Frosh Baseball

atmosphere

ms3 -

\TP,i- 6

Wedding Dresses
vi,,% 5165
Now $19.95 to $29.95
Frothy Formals for Spring
Tricky Cotton Pique
Sizes 9-13
Cocktail and Party Dresses

Organdy

SAMPLE
Crinolirte & Hoops
$1

to $3

s1.91..ty d a

VAlurs
Now

$9.95 to $19.95

it

.1

terAlliT.431 DAIL V

Department To AteardlRadio Guild Meets.
, The Radio Guild will meet today,
...- .
,,at 3:30 p.m. in 163C to talk about .
Competition
."1:30 in 9 rittn,g
;the Guild’s relation.ship to the

English

(;,ad [late Gives

School

I )0liee

I

i

., .

Rare (,rime Books to toile e

John Van Epps. 1937 graduate of the college police school, recoolly donated more than 250 books on crime to the Library.
’I’ve accumulated the books for 20 years,- Van Epps, now inspector in charge of the Juvenile bureau at the Santa Clara county slierlf’s office, said yesterday.
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are six divisions, son
net, lyrk and tree %row. rIL11:1%.
short story, and drama writing
lInst, second, and third prize
from $10 to $35 will be awarded
in

Robert Stephens, a winner some forthcoming television production, years ago, now is sellmg fiction to. A new president must be elected
the slicks. Jean Holloway wen a ;at that time to succeed John Piotti. .
Phelan award when she was beret
12 years ago. Today she writes!
and,
"The Kate Smith Hour.
DON’T READ THIS
"Mayor of the Town."
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"it’s the Greatest"

CREAMERY

t

Delicious Italian Dinners . .
featuring
HOME MADE RAVIOLI AND SPAGHETTI
HOT FOOD TO TAKE CUT
65c
Spaghetti, qt.

COME AS YOU ARE
$1.40

Week Days
Sundays

Ravioli, qt.

$1.60

75c

A quart of each feeds s)(

Private Banquet Room

We cater to Banquets

Ytaiian

Reotaurant

Oper 1130 A.M. to 9:00 P M. - Sat. and Sun. to 9:30
175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
CY 4-5045
Downstairs

Where can you find a Good Hilliest. Dinner
in Santa Cruz?
HERE’S
THE ANSWER!

PORTRAITS
THAT PLEASE
Finest Work of Reasonable Prices
2S1 South First
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Do You Pay Good Money
For Your Clothes’
Thee ptetact your anveatrwaret
Illemore dirt quickly befe. If
roe (PfCiALISTS
wt/’ sow TOY

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS
185 E Santa Clara
Delivery Service CY 2-7920

303 Beach St.
At

of

16.110

r"! 3.3343

Open Thursday
1419 p

biterstudio
FOR THE PICTURE THAT

griihinfgreete

the Beach

in Santa Cruz

RESTAURANT

LOOKS LIKE YOU

Imates
185 SOUTH FIRST STREET
1338 LINCOLN, WILLOW GLEN

Easter Blouses
i’resh as f:owecs blooming under your first spring
suit . . . a pleasure to own, to
see and easy to care for.
Long -sleeve sheer in nylon ’Fri cot and frosty lace
. . delicate as a cobweb.
White. sizes 32 to 38.

$8.95
Short -sleeve sheer, beautifully
tailored in nylon tricot with
smart tucked -detail. Sizes 32
to 38, white, pink, blue, yellow.

$5.95
Open a charge account, fake
up to 90 days to pay.

!. .
1

Librarian
Mabel R.
California Stqte Library
Sacramento 9, California #2

F 0 RP14\
Fridas, Mar 6. 1953
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FIVE MINUTESTIL SPRING..

I
SPRING

E COMER.

It JUST AROUND
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WATCH FOR SKR* FASHIONS.-.

Here’s The Word---It’s Fire Minutes to Spring
The nameplate above s.os It Maas are budding. blos."live minutes to spring.- W. soms are blossoming, and as .haven’t been able to find out wl*. thing else that comes with Spring
All ue knovs k that it is seems to he around . . . so why
half -past Winter, the farmers he technical about a fesk minutes.
are praying for rain, and Spring
come around officially March
21.

But the sun is shilling, birds are

Whatever the season, this is
the Spartan Daily’s special issue to let one and all know, in
case they hadn’t noticed, that

it is al
t that time of -ar
again, the latest spring fashions
the decorating atispla ta indln%
01 1414111 stores ..n.1 it is time
to forget about ei rs, thing and

Freidman Pariadili,
manage’. gathered the 19 members
his staff about him some toui
weeks ago and told them to get

-MI is
IMAM.

...I..

1

*al
15,d,

1,5

_
1.41L1,1111:

to work selling space.
result
look to the nest season.
20 pages carrving ads Iron] Ss
Credit for the ilvme of this local merchants, nests alaiut
issue goes, not too surprising!). latest spring lashions for men and
to one of the men on the ad staff. women, features. -movie res nes.
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A TRADITION IN SAN 30SE
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’Parking Poses Problem

WHIM

s,P %KT 11

I

ta3hion plate
by ,ii
.1

Many Styles, Fabrics Lend
Variety to Fashion Show

There’s just one answer IIF,LIt ;
solu.
apparent
the
: ICOPTERS!
tion to a most devastating problem
garse particular
;which confronts
: students who sacrifice life and
limb just to go to college.

Formals. wedding gowns, coats balk shantung dress. Her green
Sit suits will be displayed today housecoat is embossed cotton.
A flame-red formal will be Norsv ’,len tie advanced clothing class
ma Gandolfo’s offering. The boufeb la thou CAA n crest ions at 2 fant gown is nylon tulle over tafp in in Room 33 of the Home ECU- feta
lonlhov.
lairinv the show the girls %s ill
"intr:. hi

:

c,o, h
Miss

Pauline

,
1 1
:kr

I...nch
vvla n

-,Igyest ..rs for

el.-sea girls .’...h
mill
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1..rli,41- I., id -to -he
l’.1,1"1 in. Anal Stephanie
n.1
t ii a ,Il niodel wedding gowns
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ho plans it June
. aa,..! a al e. at %%hit, or emelt..
Model
t .11. 1,4 Sh. :iso v ill
v,111t a ’,hat% I
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t,

’,fliers his car, turns on the key
,and starts the motor. Ha, he says
to himself, somebody will think
going to get my parking
I he is
I place.
So what does our villain do’?
He turns off the motor, pulls out
a cigaret with the swiftness of a
As if yoU hadn’t guessed 111State student arising for a 7:30.
reads, the problem is parking, morning class, lights it and sits
and 1h.. students, naturally, are there while the poor parking space
those who drive
seeker patiently grits his teeth
%Nati no fur the! delaN let us and whispers unmentionable
proceed to delve into the most im- phrases under his breath.
portant phases of this problem;
However, though there are
that of finding a place to park
these many menaces, there Is
and the menaces which confront
one person whom we should all
us while doing se.
have a touch of sympathy for.
Menace number one.: The Road
This is the optimistic individual
Blocker This cool customer coyly who wheels into an apparent parkcreeps cautiously along the street
and suddenly stops. Where does
h.. stop’ Why, right in the middle
of the street, of course.
Don’t
think he will move either, because
By GEORGE NAI.F.,
he will wait right there until someHy eyes are slits; I can’t see.
body pulls .out, offering him a
place to park
That’s what this school has done
Menace number two: A Nleinfor me, My heart runs races
her of the Society THU artl, the
with Father Tittle. It’s gallopPrevention of Cruelty to Car.t.
ing along in three-quarter time.
This person is truly an ardent
My face is haggard and lined
member. In fact, he is so I.us,il
with beard. My hair stands up
that he belies., it his duty to like I V1 skeered. My clothes
occupy two parking places in
are dirty ; I need a hail). But my
of the 11,11:11 one. %Ye must
old lodging’s no water hath.
keep in mind. I
..ser. the sono
empty;
My
stomach’s
ciety to which he belongs.
hones all creak. I’ll never last
MellaCe number ihre.
through finals week.
The rigare? Smoker. The guy alio likes
But ere I die in agony; I’ll
to make things tough for the othreach my goal
. an A.B.
er person. Ills
Imished, he
It,. PAM MR( lit.IL

11,
Ct)eds
Pretty irons Iluml
70 10e for .sprin? i,
au,
Well, vats it
the I in, 01 Iste
,11111.1 again
Near %%hen all young coeds’ fancies
turn to thoughts of clothes You’ll
pa.k Inv :iv, aN the skirts and
se) eat,is tom anot her Near, and
Ito sisolight. tinc. again, will be
on cottons
Flom bathing suits to spring
tot Trials, the outlook is bright for
Nou fashion-wis, pinta.; ladies with
ian eye for style. rorrifor t. and va’ii..ay Fashion designer:, it is said,
!are outdoing themselses to make
.a,ori’s
sIN les easy on the
tealaet as well as on the eye.
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Pastels, as always, %%ill he fav,
!oriel. but bright reds. greens, and
is.. girl’s IS ill tootle I
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1." Li -i’s BosrliA ill,rkres still I%
SI1
plaids, and cheeks, pOpa Mae (-heck. Inane Lafrancliti’s
la.st season, will reach their
cr.’ all.... hi hr.inn a .0.1 hostileheights this year. Colorful cam NI... hitt Soiesa
black and ma- eimaion,), will be featured in everything from pedal pushers and
I at let a dress will
........liameatile
shorts to those special dressy di.,.
I. the lining of tier maroon
sea for evening wear.
.oat
Full skirts will be preferred.
a sod Norma Carder
41.pants and a stylists say, hut high and off -thew
:iial
ski shoulder necklines will tie for popularity. And it’s full sleeves or no
sleeves again this year
bouffant wpm creation with
As for materials, .1.nito has
waist will be modeled
nn.
hs Ibsen Dyer,
oats for le% Is Anil th such, no..
ions thing goes. Fr
.
Helen 1;11Iries also will
sports wear
..1 ...blue formal Iler turquoise.
dressy attire, denim
to 111. ....
"en is ballerina -length dotted
I,, both stylish and practical.
Colored shoes to match outfits
allnian will model a beige will be the delight of all coeds’
_
wardrolw.s. And they’re bound to
1
aeronaut to: -approved attract the attention of that
spe111 11 tli111114’S sch1111.1 is operated as
vial beau. Pastel footwear will be
ottegral part of the college imoprtant
fashion
factor with
,U111-11131141111
the idea of helping you look your
brightest from head to toe.
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YOUR CLOSEST
F PANDIT DRUGGIST

Morehead-Rotating Drug Co.
CV 24
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Now that
ting so that

IN

get-

the sun can be S1111

and students begin

to camp

out

on the lawn instead of confinim!

TEN YEARS AGO
Dr. Frederick Graham, proles.
sor of history, led all other contestants for one week in the voting
for the A Phi 0 "Ugly Man" con.
lest.

Gamma
Dr.

Phi
Graham.

Sigma

sponsored

Jerry Vroom, now athletic
graduate manager, oas top ’scorer of the frosh basketball team.
Hi.. III points helped the quintet end the season with IS %%ins
and 8 losses.
Student coach of the team aate
Bill Perry. now line coach of the
football squad.
*
Linda Darnell, movie actress and
Delta Sigma Gamma sweetheart,
%vas scheduled to attend the DSO’s
formal dance at the Scottish Rite
Temple. Proceeds were to go to
the Red Cress

that you can put the skirt

on

again

go

and

he all

ready

to

dancing. or "to lunch on the terrace," if you plcaae.

Designers say that black and
white are this year’s colors for the
beach. Either color is tops for
Spinning along to the beach in showing off the tan you will soon
that convertible, you will want to Iget from forgetting afternoon claswear one of the swim suits that lees.
comes with a matching tie -around
Some beauty consultant always
skirt. Together they look like a :has to spoil everything, however,
"MI dress in a colorful printed by warning that you shouldn’t
%%ear white unless you have an
After the swim the suit dries "excellent" figure, quickly

without

a

wrinkle

MO

Spring Coats
Sp: irig
.

has sprung the grass has

I wonder where my new coat is.
!Hold on thar woman, say no more,
!Purcha.se one at your local store.
;Styles range from flared to slim
I To help smart coeds catch a him.
Regina blue to hues of gold
Are new spring colors so I’m told.
Now is the tint.., don’t delay
Buy the new throw the okt away.
- - -

of haircuts, the most popular being the hutch or crewcut. This
consists of not more than one half
inch of hair all around the head.
It has become a very prominent
style on the west coast since the
end of World War II.
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flower
F eel lost fl,n on
- what g 1,,, you II get,
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ON EVERY OCCASION

There are interesting little Innorlation on the new styles, lacy
trims,
buttons,
pocket.),
and
shirring in thr places where It
does the most good.
Fashion dictates one-piece suits
this year hut manufacturers know
enough to put out plenty of twopiece styles for people who like
brown midriffs.

it

A LIFT
FOR YOUR
SPIRITS ...

themselves to the coop, it’s tint.
Ii, begin thinking about Micah
shoies again, and beach wear.

tieording
to
the
barber’s
hasoll.....k there are six major
For those males
ho care
styles of haircuts today. They
neither for all long nor all short
are the short,
and long
hair, the what:hack stsie is Maileut and the short, @wanton and
able. The sides at the head are
tuba pompadours.
left full and the top is cut flat
The slim? (111 la a very notice
on a wingback.
able type of haircut, as the hail
1111111iM k IS a 1:11/111111Isly 1111line tapers off about two inehas
111 (.11t
It s,Ii See
itho%., the ear. It Le given monk t. I l’ilt
/111 %1 1111 all his hair shaved
t. little children and elderly men
wept bit a two-inch wide strip
There are, however. mans ’saris the atonement toned ty pes &unit the middle of the head %oil
are looking at a moha%vk
The Hollswood cut is a near
resersal of th.
hawk It Is a
OPEN
s ariationt of 1 he trim with t It.
NITES
sides left extra full so this
TILL
reach to the hack of It,, head
12
and torm us ducktail,
NVItli the rising pre’.-... Ihum-houever, perhaps th. shased
o ill he the next pr.,minent
!s le It %% mild
!
!It, most
MOrIllea

"The best
hamburgers
you’ve eaten
or your money
back"

’THIS WEEK

Dine, Dom uhf! .Sti tin in Exciting
New Consbimitton Beach Creation

Men Ponder Six Hair Styles
1113, RON KIRCHEIR
There are ma Os men’s fashions
in the world toil,N
lhaveer. one
%hal. is ever changing and of
1111.1’,14. 11 importance is the ma’s-

ing place only to be confronted
with a motor scooter parked nexa
to the curb.
Oh, well, let’s start saving up
today and hope that HELICC)P.
TERS will be here to stay.
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since 1885
"Famous for Fine Flowers"
Second and San Fernando
CYpretss 2-8312
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HOFFMAN’S
We Rive Good
MILKSHAKES
IOS E. Sas Fe...sande.

SWEATER SHOP
31 SOUTH SECOND STREET
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Fashion-Mad Coed Dreams
Of Buying Out Clothes Store
By MILDRED KILLAM
Oh happy day! A check from
home! Good old dad has come
threitigh at last. They didn’t deliver it to the wrong address, did
they? No, it’s for me:
TWENTY DOLLARS
- all
MINE! Tture are so many things
that you can do with $20. Let’s
see. Could pay the cleaners. Might
buy some food.
But, golly, spring is here, and
spring is the time to buy new
clothes. The cleaners can wait
awhile longer, sure they’ve waited
this long, and there are still some
beans left over from last night.
We’ll just look into this little
old fashion magazine for some
Ideas, Must find the latest, most
chic, most absolutely %ray outfit. A little suit, a dress, something with class.
Oho! Here we are! "From Paris
pure
silk Peau-de-Soie . . ."
delicately decollette V neckline,
pinched-in waist, dirndl skirt,"
Oh. I love it: I must have it!
Where’s the price? . . . 883!
That dress was strictly last year’s anyway, I wouldn’t take
it if they gate it to me as a door
prize.
Now, this is more like it. "The
stole, suit. A real steal. Fashioned
in unfinished worsted,’ ... minm
. . . $145.98. I don’t want a suit
made out of material that isnt’
et en finished. They must have
something bettefsthan that in this
magazine.
If only I could afford one of
these furs. It says that little
shorty furs are the style this
spring. Little furs can’t cost
%..ry much. The mink stole is
$693. Get that. "Just 6695, one
day only, for our August fur

sale, being held early tbbi year,
as long as CM’ is still controlling onr prices. This stole is a
steal."
To heck with mink. People
would begin wondering about my
extracurricular activities. There
are other kinds of furs that look
just as good, but cost less. Like
this one, "Ermine dyed muskrat."
The trouble here is that I am
out of my price range. I’ll settle
for some little thing now, just
until I get out of college and that
cold starts pouring in.
Here is the lingerie section,
lots of little things here. I’ll
buy one of these (Mlles, then
III hose some money left over
to pay the cleaners, and maybe feast on hamburger for a
change.
"Feminity plus." that’s for me
"This frilly bit of nothingness is
just the thing to wear under party
dresses or for watching television,
or you can dream that you wore
it to the circus."
But wait a minute, here! I know
how I can get a complete new
wardrobe. pay the cleaners, and
have hamburger too. No money
down at Mayson’s!
There are two sets of chimes in
the Tower. The Carillon chimes
are played at graduation. Christmas and other special occasions.
The Westminster chimes ring automatically each quarter hour of
the day,

Slim Lines
Dictate NCI(’ Coats

Flares,

With spring Just around the
corner no wardrobe is complete
without a new coat. The exciting new fashions are varied with
styles running from reed-slim
lines to the swesping flare.
The new slim lines do much
to enhance a woman’s appearance.
These lines stress a columnar look
that is as easy to wear as it is
distinctive.
Also increasingly popular is the
shorty coat, with narrow lines
and full-length push up sleeves,
or full back, double-breasted and
full -cuffed sleeves.
There is a wide choice of fabrics with fleecy Persian wool still
much in the spot light. Other
popular fabrics for this season are
tweeds with the frosty effect.
long-haired fabrics, doeskin suede
flannels and worsted jersies. These
improved fabrics will give long
wear throughout spring and summer months.
Many of the spring creations
are. available in a large variety
of colors ranging from pastel
shades to more exotic hues, such
as Regina blue, Windsor mauve,
surrey green, Hyde Park igreen1,
golden coach, pageant red. The
colors have, been adopted from
the forthcoming English Coronation.
%Vhether the coed prefers the
full-length coat or the conventional shorty for spring, she will definitely be in style. Fashion -wise
coeds will let their coats serve
as backgrounds for accessories in
related or contrasting colors.

Colorful Cottons
Predicted To Be
(urn pus Favorite
By EVELYN MAUNA()
State coedscau look forward to
a season of neutral tones in sports
and campus wear. Looking over
various ads for the new spring
fashions one will run into interesting color names . . . "bamboo."
-Putty,- ";:olden toast." "chewing
gum."
Cottons eeill hate that hare,
fdreseless look which was so
popular last spring, skirts are
fullir this year, both as separates and in dresses. Chintz is
%Minn
c iiiii ing into its own .
to its best athantage in a dress
and stole ensemble.
Stripes will be just as popular
as prints in spring wear. A full circle striped skirt that is belted
will be the coecEs .choice. These
skirts are practical and versatile,. Blouses, skirts, dresses. ensembles .
. all will make up the
well -dressed coed’s spring wardrobe for campus.
In sportsuear denim and sailcloth are dominating the fashion world. F.specially eye-catching are the red sailcloth slacks
and matching jacket. Eire -engine red, grey, or him . . .
just so king as it’s sailcloth
or denim. Not only does it look
good, hilt for the rough life
sportswear leads in the spring
and summer, and you will find
they last:
Footwe a: will run the gamut
from the barefooted look to the
well -shod.

AD MINOR
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BLOUSES

4.98
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Well Dressed Man Will
Swap Colors for Khaki
By GEORGE NAM
!these boys will not see lite drab
What
will
the well -dressed !Find khaki for 24 months. Those
young man wear this year?
who are color blind won’t be able
As usual he’ll wear his socks ;to tell khaki from porpoise pin until the holes take over, and his ple, and those who are lunatics
levis until they stand alone, hut
probably will be able to conjure
what will be the distinguishing.
I
up
visions of ciiartruese coats and
item?
ime
My prediction is that he will ; Monterey huff pant’. an
concentrate on wild and weird the!. feel the urge.
color schemes, lie will go boundSe’., this promises to be a
ing forth in search of eye-torturstartling season in oven’s fashing tints that will set the clothions. Old lolls. will hae to wear
ing industry back 30 years.
This he will do in desperation
dark glas.e. to save tier* eyes
and sanitj. and eh...es will he
He saill he seeking to fill his
conducted in total di He seeks to
brain and soul teith eolors to
fosse the poor glad pmts.
mogths cit
last through ’.!1
it now sty in nij
tan
never-ending Mho. drab and
khaki. lie will toss and Inist pegged. premile-clot h pants aitti
the rest heart on the wat and
in his bed at night figuring out
the la% ender cuffs setting oft a
new combinations to near on
brilliant twain ’ET color Altingsid,
the morrow.
And he will succeed. I predict will Pe my girl with her hi on IL
that 50 per cent, if not more. of angora sweater matching rnj genall desperate youths will be, color uine shaggj -haired but feb. hide
blind or lunatics by the time shirt with the ere. 11 Eton collar
I’m sure you’ll nAtirc tree
physical examinations for induction roll around
By succeeding. I don’t
the army. Not
staying out
UNK
on your life. No one stays I/Ili
IERKS
eieept.
a rivi
41r
t he
EL IC IOUS
ghost uriters. I hear that seem.’
ONUTS
of these %%Hier.. lia%. gisen lap
the ghost and gum in the sees AILY
ice.
371 WEST SAN CARLOS
By succeeding, I mean that
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Campus cam- up-tis

Not So Much ’Go Pogo’ Anymore,
According to Arkansas Survey
and completely unworthy of a po- . soring an ingenius campaign t
newspaper comic pages. sell to housewives the ingredier
Pogo. the hallmark I formerly I sition in
;that they all need dirt. For w or Philmophy Lover’ Like Him
of college tastes in comics, is los:out dirt, there would be no clea:,Asked why they did read Pogo,
ing his popularity.
ing to be done. This logical busthat they liked
stated
.
the
fans
from
creature
This diminutive
of the ness venture is enjoying a lima:4
the swamps of (ticefenokee. Flori- !the peculiar dissimilarity
success at the present time and 114.
other common comics.
da. and Georgia seems to lose an- strip to
met its share of difficulties, sue .
liked
they
the
Others
said
13.1te
of
other trot- friend day after day.
case of Miz Worm, all satire presented. as the
and
"philosophy"
A CUPS% section survey of an equal
bought the dirt, not for cleanini
asserted that it was
while
others
number of males and females on
but. eating.
"intelligent" strip to he
this campus reveals that less than ; the most
Pogo is quite often pushed int..,
James
section.
comic
anyin
found
Ma percent of the students follow
the shadows as his great menagof
th. antics ft this ritofoond pus- Tucker, a junior in the college
erie of friends takes over. These
arts and sciences, said that
road Pogo "because in order to , include an alligator, a porcupine,
Stilt-.. Like Him, Anyway
an ian I, a dog, a. racoon, at skunk,
understand the full meaning (at
’Insgusting- appears to be the
and last, Mit not least, the boy
the quips, one must concentrate."
opprobrium cast upon this creahirduatchers society, a trio of
Pogo ha.. hero through more
ture by 75 percent of the females
traseling bats whose chit) it is
o
any
than
eyperiences
on this campus, who definitely
to %%aft+ birds.
best
Known
contennauraries.
his
displayed their aversion toward
The
ground -hogtraditional
for his participation in the preshim "Humorous.- on the other
idential campaign. Pogo haul ruin - day comic strip shows Mr. Groundhand is the praiseworthy praise
sun the "swamp ticket" and piled hog being chased by iof all things,
gisen Pogo by the males on the
his shadow. namely being his wit,
up a large number of supporters.
eampte.. who are 75 percent in
who is. on occasion, hrandishin_
Many college students, angered
fay or of Walt Kelley’s strip
a broom, club or some such t e:, by the insincerity- of Ike and
iron to make her spouse miserabl,
nothWhich all goes ti. at
A111:11 an itched to Pogo 1).41in...ing eacept the fatal that men
and ,
innocence
his
pure
of
The devoted fans of the Poi.,
Ilk.’ Paga and %%omen don’t.
p
ptly began nearing "I go
strip arc. kept in constant sus(toile an indicative minitwr air
Sar ;heir
Pogo" haettfill. la/
- pense over each succeeding stril,
11.1.111-ge..
tAelleriae for men in
%entirnents. Bost, alas. the Pogo I No one can ever predict the neuu
t. the
this coontry
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and his companions, hut they
j11:110e1,..
41111
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Impul.he Kids

"Well,
then,
there is grape
juice."
"I don’t want grape juice.Analysis of the creature known
What do you want, dear."
a. woman as stlen through the eyes
.,2
want Schlitz hoer!"
.4 the chemist:

efairrimatium
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ADVENTURE

Two Blocks from the Beach
on Pacific AVenue

Breakfasts
Lunches
Dinners
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Fountain

’

CV 5-1041

ALWAYS A FAIR SHAKE

41
101.ts-r-1.477.

Car
HANDS
230

MOTOR

CO.

NORTH FIRST STREET

Your Friendly Dodge Dealer
NEW

AND

RECONDITIONED AUTOMOVILIES

Service
Large Parking Area
Ice Cream To Go

CROSS ROADS
BAR-BO
Drive-In

ha

ti
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It
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If You Enjoy ’Dragnet,’ Don’t Read
Takes Sonic Pot-Shots
This Article; You Won’t Like It Cupid
Earl in the Season at

I?

SPARTAN EMELT

Frida%

We didn’t finish the coffee any- :I called
I.ordham University:
Joe. He told me he was
This is Fordham university. This way.
three folds away.
A
note
on the S.C. door unit We pause now for an imporIs !lie building where I work.
ten in code told us nothing.
tant message from our sponsor ’
is Early Monday : this is my
a:51
I knew then -I needed
Once rescued. we revived the
ier. Joe Noon, tn.-other of
neu oiateh. Undaunted, Joe
and I walked over to the Caf. monster from his swoon.
-Where %sere sou at 8-50 this
Undaunted nos our secretur3.
ass Tuesday morr11.7,.. Jo
On the way, ue ran into morning?"
I were sitting in
"Taking a bath." he bellowed
nticating footnotes oh his- Blarney at the seismograph. His
1.:1e. were glued to the samara-- in reply.
:.rm papers. 8:35 the p00/1i
I quickly closed X,nopon’s squat building. Es ident13 some’Where"’’
I picked up the phone. one lead given him a paste in
"Th.’ pool where else7".
sk,os our boss, Still Blarney,. the month. We deckled to stick
I looked at Joe. Joe looked at
the Student Council around.
at
e:
I kites+ then that I’d better me. I looked at the. monster.
r.altioarters.
Joe
looked at the monster. The
look into the case. Just a§ I
trouble at the seismograph,"
monster looked at both of us.
thought, someone had stolen a
h.- said. I Naked at my watch
Ile vi
cross-ev ed.
quart of Four Roses,
it %Sas 8:57,
kneu
t% A lying Vie
8:57 Blarney gave us it run call you back,- I Aid.
had seen him in the Itamskeller
!down
of
the
crime.
Someone
of
I
made
our
tva3
to
and
Jive
rather huge proportions had lei en at 8:XI.
the Itamskeller. We found Oyu
Wr gave him a pill. Turned
Pimping
up and down in NOM 01
end
of
the
bar.
seats at the
the
seismograph
causing
tlie our back to the evplosion. made’
Joe walked over to the juke.
’needles to indicate a mammoth Our via, through the debris to
He led it a slug. He pressed
the seclusion of our office.
I
isa--somrbody Stole ally Gal" earthquake in the vicinity of the
!Bayou. "Open and shin ease," said
:ks "aeon as
hack, the
It
a draft on my back. I lelarney oith authority. ’this I;pheaw rang I looked at my oatch.
f.
is -0. that the door was beim!. dal but found nothin:.:. The earn- Er was 8:57. Joe picked up
the
.;:,ied A new customer came in p;is police were learned and com!phruie
The IT/tin’ TOOM shook a, hi tused, both retired froin the city ! "Sun,
is." he said. He hung up.
across the floor. The file- :orce.
v
, This was repeated Bove times. I
s.t fell from its niche in the
\
Intuition told in to question ; finally &skeet "What’s up?"
ea cry fat Mall around the school
:
"Aw, just some practical joker.ain’t he?" I said.
I assured him I would.
’ he said. "Essay lime I pick up
Ve eh," Joe replied
I looked at my watch: 8:59. the phone, she says, long distance
t hreo some moil
It ssies running again. Impose from Bayou So I agree oith her
r It landed ss ith
snob.. The ground shook: the. and hang up."
seiamograph
aned. I spun
So ended ease 857
around and there he is as
that big, fat liorse wt.. hied
ruined the Ita inhelle Cs tele% i- Stanford University:
sion set.
Q. Why go to class?
"Ile3 l’atsti!" I called.
A. To cut down on smoking
Ile started to rein and the
Q. What is the similarity teheating tosser crumbltd. ills
wrought iron buckle. burst; his tween Roble and Encino 7
pants collapsed. He fell
A. They bc:h mean ’’oak in Spa veritable fiedliver. We. scalpel!
nish.
the la3ers
flab that iv ere his
Q. What is a Braitic File 7
neck
falling
headlong into
A. Lipstick.
the held. of his %%allied cheek.
Q. How many 11, , ... , ., trf three
Joe on one side and I MI the
in Poland in 193er
ot her.
I a hi Pis
out !T, a r;s1 -raidio ;
A. 2,800.000.
W.

FAction -Tailored
For "Armchair
work-outs"...

RougWider
SLACKS

Mar,
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the otiose. policy, your letters to
Montana State University:
Today the Kaimiti comes to you the editor will be welcome but
under the auspice’s of a new stall probably ignored if written by a
B.E.S.
It is an effort on the part of Theta man.
Sigma Phi. %omen’s professional
journalism fraternity, to pros..
that this is not a man’s world.
We feel it’s only fair to warn
you that toda3’s paper has been
is it b
malice atm...planned
111
gist ;end that certain stories
have been written, interpreted.
and edited nil h diffidence toward the. male animal. If prejudice has seeped ino an3 of these University of Arkansas:
columns, it is on13 beeatese of the
5S’ 12. Bett, in a new bool
bias unique to the feminine
-Th.- IMirmities of Genius." pose
mind.
the question as to o huffier gear.
It has been the policy of edi- I ourishes only under alenoint.
Itorial writers in the past to take .stimulus
stand on controsersial Campus ’
Bet! cites lb. foLlower
-ies. So, we’ve decided to take writers
.1 111’171 stand on the follooing.
I. We are in fasor of ukeleles
able mental conflict
, and the. Charleston.
She des (hank hnidarlOM
sirtsse.
of
favor
are
in
We
’2.
3. We are in faseer ot the high , 1111,11 ) 10 he.. IMO ode dros.
anhood.
idealism eel is
miOlefle aes a dronicard WI
4. We. are in favor of lose.
al tits.
3. We are in favor of equal
rights for %% omen.
Pete Was a manic-dein,
sie/
hi()
6. %Ain are in Javier of out -oftown basket ball players.
fijI eler.
alen7. We are in favor of
n (mince of open:
Quinc3 I.
ten.’’.. da3.
daily
8. We are in favor of men fin
Beadelaire oas a syphilitic
the-ir proper place).
!dPd pat al
We\ e stated Oar eas0
ot waser from the emit’s:, we have: Chierle’s Lamb had to be put
t ours:rises. If you disagree with i a straightjacket V, ben be was
!seeing nian.
Balmy wrests. I
,v-hile suffering
Keats died of tubes -coo.
231 l S.n Carlos
:
Burns had rheumatic
Byron had a club fool.
Pope was a hunch back and was
’hampered by to adaches and asthma.

,New Volume Tells
Of the Infirmities
!Brought In Cpcniti,

ALs-

)

No squirm, no bind, no
Post-lough Rider slacks
eta Cal to ft ... standing, sitting lounging
Co.,. in today -pick out o pa,

$13.93 to $18.95

OTTO GALBRAITH
MEN S STORE

22. W. Son Antonio

:

Cupid is shootint.: arrows early this season. Th.sly little telloo
s SltatelllS
everywhere the3 go. Cupid isn’t
discriminatory either Ah. no He
reaches into his quiver for boys
and girls alike and they: can’t
help but like each other. It’s en. %noble: Cupid has struck

has not a lossa. kr3 the honor
system.,
8 fie whom the tho..ght of ice,e
eaes eats and sleeps, hittlo,
they blamest the flirt
1.
And if thou forum-est thr
Ilelllg careful not to deviate
I bent,
thou snail has e a
happy Va lent me s day

Howeser, love is a game. :owl
it requires a fru rules. To prepare for Cupid’s ii rron, a person should observe these all intportant guides for conduct:

ART"

1. Thou shalt not knowini:
strive to break up a correct be..
affair that someone. else i5.
’gaged in. Not esen if there ari
enough boys to go around’,
2 Thou shalt not hate
is 1111 know of thy lose a., fair
elieepost thy self away from reporters..
3. Be oladient in all thin.
to the commandments of lad
hy: opening doors and rettrr:
dropped handkerchi, Is ien.ese.

New Aedonk-rfi;.:
e’

4. in giv ing and re. *’is am.,
lees r’. solaces, let modest v toes ler present. tHhe not tell thv
date al
t thv former conquests
or thine "A- in thy rinilogs
class, lest he bee
jealous.’
5. ’The i shalt speak no
If
tint is,
about thy height... holt-owing thy petted Or 111 ILlaX
mate’s snoring
6. Thou shalt not he a rearaliel
of love affairs. I Not es en if thou
hast a flash bulb camera!,
.
7 Good character alone makes
;nly man wail hs ot los e I It 111011

.-iluttt Ileceires
tipt(sittssR(111 la.

a ,
1

fiallhell,

’Montana State Coeds Publish
Paper To Uphold Their Stand

ils

fen lue!

administration major at ti.’ college . reel nf 13 was promrite-e:
the rank of captain in the U
Army. Ile is stationed at Brent,
has- en Port of Embarkation, 0,
many.
Hubbell. who has sers,d as
military police officer in te
many since Oct., 1932, resides
730 S. 11th street, San Jose,
e’nte’red the Army in 1!,-,4
ruitnoltnao tot
after tarVint’
...1. ;
the Flonoltd,

Corona

c. r I
tor bother sae
tilfutiproot.
roof
sta,nle’.

and IP .’e pa
bea ie "veer

I

11):(

SWIM

Underwood - Royal - Remington
Typewriters For Rent
Special rental rates
for students
Used Standard & Portable
Machines For Sale
he,

Est

Pa,- I

P

a-,

SAN JOSE
TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. Second St,

CY 3-6383

COLLEGE CLEANERS
DRAa (s-

47,4tA

ICINP CAARDMAaULUNT MAKe

Ralph’s Smoke Shop
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
S"tin al 9:00

Out at 5:00

SO SECOND
Boman & Finns Lighten
repaired by &IS students
magazinessoft drinks
B’)’.’( ’S rurE TOBACCO

charcoal broiled
sfeokburgers
on El

Comm. Read

.

north cf

000 C,orts

Begin
Tennis Squad Action Today
Initiates !Amp Against Bears
Season 14)(111
!.4r101111AN DAILY
Fridav, Mat 5 1953
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.-,partan golfets
open then
-aon today, nieeting California at
Mii a Vista at 1 p.m
Coach Walt McPherson’s Raidl’ortelt Mach Mumleis Spartan
, et ers aill open their 195.3 home ers have seven dual meets, and;
-on -it Ilarkesto Park today the Northern California Intereole hen Bitty entre, fain Stanford urn- legiate and NCAA tourneys ahead;
t of them Two other dual meets!
%entity
Stamford li.AVII0.11 the Raiders in are tentatively scheduled with Col the opening match at Palo Alto lege of the Pacific and one with
two weeks aigu. Today’s matcises Fresno State college
begin at 1 Wirkiek
Ken Venturi, 1950 State Amacootj9.-te tennis schedule for teur ehampion. heads the list of
golfers Venturi, who has won
et
here maw, titles in the area, is being
Stanford
%far. 4,
here eonsolered as a top candidate for
ra
I nis of 1 At
here the I’S. Walker Cup team this
ItO
.11 I ollege of
twr,’ year
:t
111,M11010 J
Stan Gum and Gene Broderick.
I,.,.
reriii State
here 1952 -lettermen Art Christopher.
state
17
there Ken West, Doti Glass. and Jerry
I .61 roh
there Dreter will play the supporting
i grit I ft irti.ir
rl
there cast
1 .01
!
23 14..4 ’1 11 1 ’muse% 1/1,Ic
!tilt! Brody. Bay Area star, Bill
21
former North bakota
Krause
Slate junior champion. Roy Wag.
...I state
11a. t
tier and Jack Samuels bad the
I st
4
IlIcrc Freshman 1. am
Is
The %arsity and freshnum sched.
there
1 nit, of 131
a as folloas
11
Marrh 41--4al at Mira Vista
Mat’ i16.1. have beeit -;
ent e.
Apt It.s4 against St 31.ii
’ ’March ’!11tiregitn "tat,- at sJC11’
:it stanford
Starch
theie,
1...e; Mai,
at ’,If
%wit
Al.-. 7 s10141110.11111 State, th.ii. .% ill enter fait Aprll 1OSt Milord :it 9..111
-he -".ioirt
%wit r7.- Like Nlereeil, there
iterk,.1.
,.
.mm111,
NI:milord, there
Intercw11.clate! Mat
1’4114.sf. 1.01i4.0 at S.114IT
11. I 017! No to -1.1 011 Mai 19 20. 31;
Itentliti%ei
21 N1,1),9 thru 15 %i ill he the Slav 1.1-1 NC at
’111-’!7--N1 A.% toilette, :if
11:trea hot the 1-sliforrilii State In - J
olorailo college
t: -iliedi_iie
tre.lotian:
March 31santa Claris at S.let
gien
1-,illeee
I n 1011
April asisn Mateo .14’ at !QC(’
oblate
;t,
is.
t,. It ed
Sore! In-- Mffilemktit .14 at S.1111’
ii 1:1- -11artnell at 5-.101.
Sprit 17 --Modesto .11 and raid
i
ra I osta 14 at 191-1
ito. ii !OM01111.11 JC at s.141
%wit !I -Santa Clara :it La RioBOWL FOR . . .
t onaila
%sail 19--S,int.i I rot high school
AMUSEMENT
al raati,
1,a
there
,
at the Home of
9-11arhiell ,11 %ahem.
7.4Ik
Si., I I --Menlo 11.-11-o
oi
ithotri0

12 LANES
A4Ets; PE CI ASSFS NEI 0 HI Pt
FPO

’ PAW& Mgr.

FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Open from 10 a.m.

JOSE BOWL
W SANTA

1A114,

Cfotss 1207

Wrestling Coach Hugh Mumby
will not enter varsity men in the
Far Western Wrestling tournament at Oakland today and tomorrow, but will send a few freshmen to represent the school.
Reason given by Mumby for not
participating in the meet is the
fact that the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate meet is only a week
away. on March 13-14. Although it is not yet official,
the Spartan mat mentor believes
that the PCI’s will be held at San
Luis Obispo, on the Cal Poly mats.
SJS and Washington State college are co-holders of the PCI
’title

FINE CARS

it d

I inn

basketball %nu
honors for ti.
Inflinr
lip
a 21 -game
schedule a ith 259 pintas.
Tom ( ane
Hughes in total points vitt)] 211;
ider lion Falisset as as third
rir 19)5.
!hitches also hail the hest as.t.
a 10 7 mink for earl) clad,
t
..nded the
with a
, inecage
Spa ’tribally% seored .16(.1 field
t1-., Iltighes scored 94. Faiisset
led the held in the attempted it ’a’
department a it Ii 1,17 and
, completed 62
Al flood. captain of the ,frosh
team. Was hunt at ter mid -season
and mi,...ort .’I’tit i ontists. Ile %%as
-.r with 130 points.
took

f rre.ti

.gor

It
ii

TED HAYS
11114111.111.NDER
TALENTED
Doug Boehner is Coach Walt
Walllanis’ choice to start on the
1 against the 4’allfornia
Hears tomorrow afternoon. It
still he the first start of the
season tor Boehner, as the Raid ers plav their third game of a
rugged oieheilfile. The contest will
Is’ played on the Iterkeley diamond at 1:30 p.m. Biathner
been 110%% to ’of art this year,
and his ears,- hall it nut
tise a it
thinks that norhner still he in
Sisal shape for this afternoon’s
tilt, however.

sAv E

701 S. First
CY 7-2010
AIIMMIMINIEN1111

ZWINGLI
IS THE LAST WORD IN THE
DICTIONARY.

It
cal
thi
mil

THE LAST WORD IN FOOD IS

1

abl
t he
Fit
On
the

RENDEZVOUS CAFE
1595 So. First Street

SAVE $ SAVE $

V

A
V

two.
Ilmm0

MYERS

spring

clothe-t.

ba

111(

Closed
Sundays

LOW PRICES retvvav

Closed
Sundays

LG

CAN

3 CANS

40’

10c Coffee
Coupon in
each package

19’

But . . . if they aren’t

1-esht5 cleaned, then bring ’em on down to experts

WONDER CLEANERS
LAST SANTA CLARA AT 12tk

Th.

A4)12rAJIAPIII

Yos, v.r, ;I s "time- to turn Cu! to those freshly
load

111::

IlP

13,

5..pritt 99 Cleanin

if,
tii
di
oi
el

tot

REG, PKG,

FOR

it

You

UNBELIEVABLY CLEAN’
37 BUICK
RADIO HEA’UR
$225

high point

IT’S TIME

ii

1 )re--S;Printri

S
In Scoring 1,41Innin A CAR

tiluirl mt

Bowling Bill Bags and Shoes

Matmen Save’
’Strength for
PCI Tourney

Iltightisri4,1)sFriosli

SPARTAN BOWLERS
We fegui.ri a full line of

California or Bust

lers

I

1 C
NOW CAN

1

CAN

29c

LC BOX

27’

POCKET PACKAGE
No

2 CAN

144

5c

hi:
to
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Five Minutes ’Till Finals
Monday, March 9
7.30. 9:10
920- 11:00
11:10- 12.50
1:40- 3:20
5:10.
3.30
Tuesday. March 10
7:30- 9:10
9:20- 11:00
11:10- 12:50
1:40 - 3:20
3.30- 5:10
Wirdeasday, March 11
7:30- 9:10
9:20 - 11:00
11.10- 12:50 .
1:40’ 3:20 .
3:30- 5:10
Thursday, March 12
730- 9:10
20 - 1100
I: ! 0- 12:50
1:40 - 3:20
3:30’ 5:10
Friday, March 13
8.30- 10:10
!7.20 - 12:00

CA

6

! J unior To Roam I
LHiDg Reg eek Hawaiian Statehood Will Mean
Selling Prom Bids Headaches for Flag Companies

-

Students Warned
By Lost and Found

"Junior," the spirit of the Junior class, will appear on campus posters advertising the. Junior
Prom Mar. 28, Jerry Ball. prom
publicity chairman, said sesterday.
"Junior" is the creation of Carol
Shaw, and will come to life during the two registration days of
Spring quarter. At that time, Junior
class
council
members,
dressed like "Junior," will roam
the campus selling Junior Prom
bids. The bids cost $2.

Monday Last
Filing Date for
Draft Exams
Men who wish to take the Selective Service College Qualification test Apr. 23 must have
their applications postmarked by
midnight Monday.
Application blanks are available at the local draft boards in
the Bank of America building at
First and Santa Clara streets.
Only students who have not taken
the test before are eligible.
The test is one basis for qualifying for determent, according
to the local draft board. Students who recehe scores of 70
or better are eligible for a 2-S
classification.
"Students cannot lose by taking the examination," Dr. Stanley
C. Benz, dean of men, said. "If
the grade a student receives is below passing, the score is not held
against him. He may still qualify
for a deferment by being in the
upper portion of his class."

’

IA -star flags. there will be no
"isis rg A in hit...1114qt
saleob the)said.
A spokw.miin tel the Qid Glory
Manufacturing ce rnpahyl ’of Chicago said the problem of re-dt.t.ign
will lx doubly difficult if Hawaii
and Alaska are admitted to statehood separately.

manufacturers, anticis
pating the addition of a 49th
star, said they are trying to reduce their current stocks of
48-star flags.

Annin & Co., of New Yoe k,
world’s largest maker of flags,
said it was keeping production
close to demand.
J. H. Campbell, owner of the
Campbell
Flag
Manufacturing
Ball reports that bids may be
of Dallas, Tex., said he
obtained from any member of !company
had $4.000 worth of stars and
the class council until the end
stripes in stock.
of
Winter
quarter.
selling
Eve* if manufacturers get
booths %sill be set up in the
caught with Li ry;e insentorii, of
Library Arch on the Wednesday, Thursday and Friday preceding the dance.

IRC Essay Contest

When New Ntexico ono Arizona
were admitted as the 47th and
48th states in 3912, the problem
Iwas relative!) simple. There se’
two short lines of stars in the
in those dass, and a star s.
jadded to each of the short lin. -.
I.:ten so, flier.. as., a long delay in adopt ion of the offal...!
design. .tnnin A t o. made lip
:NM I lag 10 meet the interim
demand. and t he% tip, ned
differently from the design outmatelv odopt..a to I on.; res.

Come early for next quarter’s supplies
Texts, Paper, Pencils, Notebooks
Complete line of Art Supplies

Spartan
Book Shop

Special Price
Discount to

(ON CAMPUS)

Registered
VETS:

Titenie=160=0.5etcret 411 erfripereVii

1

Reasonable Ccit

Re -Styling
Factory

Moi-cds

Right Moter.o’s
MARTINOUS RUG &
UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
(Jut) oft Sc
75 111‘410h1 ST

f st )
CV 44444

avoid that last-minute rush
trade or sell your used texts today

(fill.1131t)
TIRE

Students

Beautiful
RE -UPHOLSTERING

Books Are Cash!

To qualify for deferment on the
basis of scholastic standing a student about to become a Sophomore must be in the upper half of
his class. A person going into the
Junior class must be in the upper
two-thirds of his class. Going into
the Senior class he must be in the
upper three-fourths.

San Jose

Chicago VP, --- Statehood tot Hawaii would bring more headaches to flag manufacturers, they
said this week.

;
:
"Make your plans earls. for the.
The Association of Internatiee:e’
Prom. Everyone is welcome." Ball ,Relations Clubs and the Ye.
Persons who have lost books said. It will be the first big ac- I Friends Association of Ni-se
tivity of the Spring quarter since
iare co-sponsoring a student osz,a,
during
Winter quarter
should there will be no registration dance.
contest on the topic "I low is
check the Lost and Found deDancing will be from 9 p.m. to !America create a better undo
partment in the Information office I a.m, to the music of Larry Can- standing of its real intention ti
non’s orchestra at the Peninsula promote peace and happiness :It,
before next quarter’s registration.
Country club in San Mateo. ac- world over?"
This warning was given by Mrs. cording to Dee Jukich, prom chairAuthor of the winning essay wil
Kay Bosshardt and’ Mrs. Betty man. "Once in a Lifetime" will receive a $500 first prize.
Students entering the eonte--.
Street, who are in charge. of the be the theme of the. dance.
should submit a 1,000 -word department. They said all books
The college Student Court is before March 30 to Associati.
not claimed by the end of, the
composed of six justices and a International Relations Club.quarter will be taken by Alpha
Chief Justice. The Chief Justice is West 117th Street. New y,,,
Phi Omega for its book exchange. appointed by the Student Council. New York.

Today is the last day that
Senior Banquet tickets will be
distributed to March graduates
only.
Guest tickets at A:1 each will
go on sale Monday in the Graduate Manager’s office, Room
16, according to Dr. James C.
commencement
DeVoss,
committee chairman.

19
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3.30 Ws’s, F or Dewy
Clan.stnettling at:
7:30. TTti
930 MWF or Deily
1130 TTh
1:30 MWF or Daily
3:3C TTh
amain meeting at:
8:30 MWF or Daily
10:30 7Th
12.30 MWF or Daily
2:30 Tit.
4:30 MWF or Deily
Classes rritartiaq at:
6:30- TTI.
10:30 MWF or Deily
12:30 TTIs
2:30 MWF or Daily
4:30 7Th
assets ’,stating at:
All Enql.sh A., Ay Az classes
Any irreauler courses not otherwise scheduled

Banquet Tickets

802 SOUTH FIRST ST.

SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, Mar. 6,

NEXT QUARTER,
STAMP YOUR CARD
SPARTAN SHOP

RAPIIP’S 11101
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Chall
tratti

Yell ow
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’se sai
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!-,tid,
Th,
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Roos has what you’ve
been asking for.......
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Denim Slacks in 3 new colors:
GIN=

lot of you have suggested that it would le a good
idea to get denim slacks in cclors 11,.,sides blue.
A

Well, here they are: They’re well made, tailored
just like our regular wool slacks. The rugged, full
weight denim will last throwh a lot of hard wear,
too. Drop down and see ’em. Only
$

.95
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Fak
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App
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Nobody knows_the_cAlAgus like

R404010 1301410
FIRST and SANTA CLARA

Stud
thp: te!
t;r1loc,
PPIY.

